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Abstract

With the explosive growth in dataset sizes, application memory footprints are commonly reaching hundreds of GBs. Such huge datasets pressure the TLBs, resulting in frequent misses that must be resolved through a page walk – a long-latency pointer chase through multiple levels of the in-memory radix-tree-based page table. Page walk latency is particularly high under virtualization where address translation mandates traversing two radix-tree page tables in a process called a nested page walk, performing up to 24 memory accesses. Page walk latency can be also amplified by the effects caused by the colocation of applications on the same server used in an attempt to increase utilization. Under colocation, cache contention makes cache misses during a nested page walk more frequent, piling up page walk latency. Both virtualization and colocation are widely adopted in cloud platforms, such as Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud Engine. As a result, in cloud environments, page walk latency can reach hundreds of cycles, significantly reducing the overall application’s performance. This thesis addresses the problem of the high page walk latency by (1) identifying the sources of the high page walk latency under virtualization and/or colocation, and (2) proposing hardware and software techniques that accelerate page walks by means of new memory allocation strategies for the page table and data which can be easily adopted by existing systems.

Firstly, we quantify how the dataset size growth, virtualization, and colocation affect page walk latency. We also study how a high page walk latency affects performance. Due to the lack of dedicated tools for evaluating address translation overhead on modern processors, we design a methodology to vary the page walk latency experienced by an application running on real hardware. To quantify the performance impact of address translation, we measure the application’s execution time while varying the page walk latency. We find that under virtualization, address translation considerably limits performance: an application can waste up to 68% of execution time due to stalls originating from page walks. In addition, we investigate which accesses from a nested page walk are most significant for the overall page walk latency by examining from where in the memory hierarchy these accesses are served. We find that accesses to the deeper levels of the page table radix tree are responsible for most of the overall page walk latency.

Based on these observations, we introduce two address translation acceleration techniques that can be applied to any ISA that employs radix-tree page tables and nested page walks. The first of these techniques is Prefetched Address Translation
(ASAP), a new software-hardware approach for mitigating the high page walk latency caused by virtualization and/or application colocation. At the heart of ASAP is a lightweight technique for directly indexing individual levels of the page table radix tree. Direct indexing enables ASAP to fetch nodes from deeper levels of the page table without first accessing the preceding levels, thus lowering the page walk latency. ASAP is fully compatible with the existing radix-tree-based page table and requires only incremental and isolated changes to the memory subsystem.

The second technique is PTEMagnet, a new software-only approach for reducing address translation latency under virtualization and application colocation. Initially, we identify a new address translation bottleneck caused by memory fragmentation stemming from the interaction of virtualization, application colocation, and the Linux memory allocator. The fragmentation results in the effective cache footprint of the host page table being larger than that of the guest page table. The bloated footprint of the host page table leads to frequent cache misses during nested page walks, increasing page walk latency. In response to these observations, we propose PTEMagnet. PTEMagnet prevents memory fragmentation by fine-grained reservation-based memory allocation in the guest OS. PTEMagnet is fully legacy-preserving, requiring no modifications to either user code or mechanisms for address translation and virtualization.

In summary, this thesis proposes non-disruptive upgrades to the virtual memory subsystem for reducing page walk latency in virtualized deployments. In doing so, this thesis evaluates the impact of page walk latency on the application’s performance, identifies the bottlenecks of the existing address translation mechanism caused by virtualization, application colocation, and the Linux memory allocator, and proposes software-hardware and software-only solutions for eliminating the bottlenecks.
Lay summary

The average size of a dataset processed by modern applications is growing. However, not all existing hardware mechanisms exploited by modern processors are designed in a way to tolerate the dataset size growth without additional performance loss. One of such mechanisms is virtual memory. Virtual memory is a technique that makes programming easier by providing an abstraction for managing memory. For each memory location, virtual memory assigns a virtual address that is translated to the actual physical address on each access to the memory location. The process of translating a virtual address to a physical is called address translation. Modern hardware is optimized for performing fast address translation for a small set of frequently-used memory locations whose addresses are accumulated in a hardware buffer. For all the data addresses beyond the size of that buffer, the translation is performed through a page walk – a long-latency chain of multiple serialized accesses to memory, slowing down the application execution. Thus, the larger the application’s dataset size, the more translations are performed by time-consuming page walks, increasing the overhead of virtual memory. As a result, the performance of virtual memory poorly scales with increasing dataset sizes.

Meanwhile, independently of the dataset size growth, page walk latency is considerably increased by two techniques whose popularity is currently growing. These techniques are ① the virtualization technology allowing to partition hardware resources in a security-preserving manner and ② application colocation used to increase utilization of the hardware. Both techniques are widely adopted by cloud computing platforms.

As a result, a combination of the growth in dataset size and the expansion of virtualization and application colocation poses a serious challenge for low-overhead virtual memory. In response, this thesis aims to design page walk latency reduction techniques that can be easily incorporated into the existing systems. To that end, we analyze how a change in page walk latency affects the overall performance and propose two new low-effort techniques for reducing page walk latency of large-dataset applications running under virtualization.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Virtual Memory

Virtual memory is a technique that simplifies programming and provides isolation and security in modern computer systems. For each memory page, virtual memory creates a mapping between the virtual and physical addresses of each application. The mapping is stored in a separate auxiliary data structure called page table (PT). A PT resides in memory together with the data. On modern x86-64 and AArch64 systems, a PT is organized as a radix-tree. The root node of such a radix-tree is called root of the PT, leaf nodes are called page table entries (PTEs), and the rest of the nodes in the radix-tree are called intermediate page table nodes. PTEs store the actual physical addresses while other nodes store a pointer to a node in the next radix-tree level. x86-64 processors, which currently dominate the server market, employ a 4-level radix-tree PT organization and support a 5-level radix-tree PT [3] for large-memory setups (e.g. enabled by emerging memory technologies such as Intel’s 3D XPoint [4]). Meanwhile, emerging AArch64-based server processors also support a 4-level PT. Both x86-64 and AArch64 architectures employ 4KB base pages and support several different additional large page sizes. In this thesis, we focus on systems with 4KB pages as large pages don’t fit the needs of all applications (see Section 2.1.2.1 for more details).

While simplifying programming, virtual memory introduces a tax on performance due to the need for virtual-to-physical address translation on each memory access. Address translation is performed by a page walk – a long-latency pointer chase through the in-memory radix-tree-based PT. During a page walk, the levels of the radix-tree-based PT must be traversed one by one, incurring high latency due to serialized accesses to the memory hierarchy. To reduce the number of page walks, today’s processors tend
to employ several hardware features to accelerate address translation, including hard-
ware page walkers and caching translations in Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLBs) or intermediate PT nodes in page walk caches (PWCs).

**Address Translation under Virtualization.** Virtualization is a technique allowing to run the software in a virtual instance of a system in a layer abstracting from the actual hardware, the operating system (OS) installed on that hardware, and the current state of the execution environment. A virtual instance of a system is called a *virtual machine*. An OS running in a virtual machine is called a *guest OS* whereas the OS installed on the actual hardware is called a *host OS*. Virtualization is very useful for (1) simplifying software deployment (e.g. by providing a snapshot of the whole system with pre-installed software) and (2) partitioning the compute resources in a security-preserving manner (e.g. allowing multi-tenancy among clients that cannot be trusted).

While simplifying deployment and enabling multi-tenancy in a security-preserving manner, virtualized setups incur a particularly high overhead of address translation. Under virtualization, resolving a TLB miss mandates traversing two guest and host PTs in a process called a *nested page walk*. In a nested page walk on a CPU architecture with 4-level PTs, resolving each access to the guest PT requires traversing the entire host PT, resulting in up to 24 accesses to the memory hierarchy (versus up to 4 accesses in native execution).

**Hardware Acceleration of Address Translation.** To reduce the number of page walks, today’s processors tend to employ several hardware features to accelerate address translation, including hardware page walkers and caching translations in TLBs or intermediate PT nodes in PWCs.

### 1.2 Challenges for Virtual Memory

The core of the address translation mechanisms employed by modern x86-64 and AArch64 processors has not changed for a few decades. In contrast, the software and the execution environment have significantly evolved. Below we list the key trends changing the software and the execution environment and affecting the requirements for the address translation mechanism.

- **Growing dataset sizes.** Massive in-memory datasets are a staple feature of many applications, including databases, key-value stores, data, and graph analytics frameworks. Recent research article [5] has shown that large dataset sizes of
modern applications make hardware caching techniques inefficient. The large — and rapidly growing — dataset sizes, coupled with irregular access patterns, in many of these applications result in frequent TLB misses, triggering a large number of page walks.

- **Ubiquitous use of virtualization.** The benefits provided by virtualization, such as enhancing security and simplifying deployment, have accelerated the adoption of virtualization, in particular in cloud platforms. However, these benefits come at the price of having longer page walks which is critical for applications experiencing a large number of page walks.

- **Aggressive application colocation.** To increase utilization of available hardware resources, virtual machines and/or applications are aggressively collocated on the same server for better CPU and memory utilization [6], [7]. As a result of colocation, the applications experience Last-Level Caches (LLC) contention which lowers the chances of having a hit into LLC during a page walk and increases page walk latency.

One can see that the combination of these trends significantly affects the overhead of the address translation mechanism. While large dataset sizes increase the frequency of page walks, the use of virtualization and workload colocation increases page walk latency. As a result, in a system employing both virtualization and application colocation, a data-intensive application can face a large address translation overhead as the negative effects amplify each other.

### 1.2.1 Cloud Computing: a Case Where the Challenges Emerge

Cloud computing is a service providing access to on-demand computing resources. Cloud computing offers great flexibility through resource scaling, high resource utilization, and low operating costs. Businesses are deploying their services in the public cloud to enjoy these benefits. The global cloud computing market is anticipated to grow from $350 billion in 2020 to $800 billion by 2025 [8].

Cloud platforms offer a great variety of virtual server options for executing all types of applications, including data-intensive applications such as graph analytics and key-value stores. To ensure security, isolation, and to hide the complexity of managing physical machines, cloud resources operate under virtualization and rent to cloud users as virtual machines with virtual CPUs. Moreover, in cloud environments, applications
run inside virtual machines that are aggressively colocated on the same server for better CPU and memory utilization [6], [7]. State-of-the-art deployments, such as those at Google, colocate applications even on a single SMT core [9]. While enhancing security and improving utilization, such virtualized setups with aggressive colocation suffer from a particularly high latency of address translation on each TLB miss. As a result, one can see that many trends adversely affecting page walk latency emerge in the cloud environment, amplifying each other. Thus, reducing page walk latency in virtualized systems opens up opportunities for improving performance (e.g. increasing the throughput in cloud deployments).

1.3 Previous Research

Existing research proposals seeking to ameliorate the high cost of address translation tend to fall into one of two categories: disruptive changes to the virtual memory system and incremental improvements to existing designs.

Disruptive proposals advocate for a radical restructuring of the virtual memory subsystem. For instance, replacing the radix-tree-based PT with a hash-table-based PT can reduce the cost of a TLB miss to a single memory access in the best case [10], [11]. Problematically, such a replacement entails a complete overhaul of the entire PT data structure and TLB miss handler logic in both software and hardware – a daunting task involving extensive code changes in the kernel memory management module which has a lot of interdependences with other kernel modules [12] and implementation of which spans more than 68K lines of kernel code in Linux [13].

Another possibility is adding segment-based memory management to the existing page-based memory subsystem [14]. Regrettably, such an addition significantly complicates the virtual memory subsystem due to the need to develop, integrate and maintain a second translation mechanism in addition to the existing one. Recent work has also suggested allowing applications to install custom page walk handlers in the OS to enable application-specific address translation [15]. The downside of this approach is that the burden of accelerating address translation falls on application developers.

The challenge for future virtual memory systems is to enable low-overhead address translation for big-memory applications running in the cloud environment without disrupting existing system stacks.
1.4 Thesis Contributions

Aims of this thesis are:

- To characterize the performance of page walks under virtualization: quantify the effect of a high page walk latency on the overall application’s performance, and
- To design non-disruptive mechanisms for reducing the overhead of page walks when running a data-intensive application under virtualization.

The rest of the chapter describes a motivating characterization study of page walks and provides a brief overview of proposals of two new mechanisms for reducing the overhead of page walks.

1.4.1 Characterization of Page Walks

1.4.1.1 Measuring Page Walk Latency

We quantify the effect of virtualization, application colocation, and growth in dataset size on page walk latency. We find that both virtualization and application colocation considerably increase page walk latency. Moreover, we find that increasing the dataset size also noticeably contributes to a growth in page walk latency.

In addition, we study what part of the nested page walk causes most of the total page walk latency. The results show that accesses to deeper levels of the PT attribute for a higher latency than accesses to the PT levels closer to the root of the PT. Moreover, we observe that with application colocation, accesses to the leaf PT nodes of the host PT on average take longer than accesses to the leaf PT nodes of the guest PT.

1.4.1.2 Quantifying Performance Cost of Page Walks

To show that long page walk latency can cause a significant reduction in overall performance, we quantify the overhead of page walks on real x86-64 hardware. In particular, we conduct a study to answer a question: how much performance does an application gain if page walks would be made shorter?

We design a methodology for varying the average page walk latency under virtualization on real hardware. Using this methodology, we measure the number of execution cycles on configurations with different average page walk latencies. By evaluating a representative set of data-intensive applications, we find that removing page walks can significantly reduce the overall execution time (up to 68%, 34% on average).
Moreover, the results show that reducing page walk latency by increasing the chances of page walk accesses hitting in LLC can reduce the overall execution time by up to 15% (12% on average).

### 1.4.1.3 Key Findings

Key observations of our characterization are:

- Under virtualization, page walk latency is significantly higher than in native standalone execution,

- Page walk latency increases with increasing dataset size,

- There are low- and high-latency memory accesses during a nested page walk; most of the latency comes from two memory accesses – accesses to the leaf nodes of the host and guest PTs,

- Without colocation, accesses to the leaf PT nodes of the guest and the host PTs take approximately the same time; however, with colocation, accesses to the host leaf PT nodes are significantly longer than to the guest leaf PT nodes, and

- Overall performance is sensitive to page walk latency. As a result, reducing page walk latency can improve performance.

### 1.4.2 Prefetching Page Table Nodes during a Page Walk

Based on the observation that the reason for the high page walk latency in a radix-tree-based PT is the serialization of memory accesses during a page walk, we propose Address Translation with Prefetching (ASAP) – a new paradigm for slashing the latency of page walks. ASAP can be applied to any ISA that employs radix-tree-based PTs and nested page walks (e.g. x86-64 or AArch64). ASAP breaks the dependency between consecutive PT nodes by fetching them ahead of the page walker via direct indexing of the PT. ASAP lowers page walk latency in a non-disruptive manner, retaining full compatibility with the PT and the existing address translation machinery (TLBs, page walk caches, etc.). ASAP is also non-speculative, which means it avoids costly prediction tables and does not introduce new security vulnerabilities.

To introduce direct indexing as a lightweight addition to the existing virtual memory subsystem, we exploit the observation that a process typically operates on just a few
contiguous virtual memory ranges (further referred to as VMAs). One important example of such a range is the heap, which forms a large contiguous region in the virtual space of a process. Each allocated virtual page inside a VMA has a PT entry at the leaf level of the PT, reached through a chain of PT nodes, one node per PT level. Thus, there exists a one-to-one mapping between a virtual memory page and a corresponding PT node at each level of the PT. However, this correspondence exists only in the virtual space, but not in the physical space, due to the buddy allocator that scatters the virtual pages, including those of the PT, across the physical memory.

To enable direct indexing of PT nodes, there must be a function that maps a virtual page to the physical page containing the corresponding PT node. Our insight is that if the PT nodes for a given level of the PT in physical memory follow the same order as the virtual pages they map to, then a direct index into the PT array is possible using simple base-plus-offset computation.

To support direct indexing, the OS must induce the required ordering for the PT nodes in physical memory. This requires minimal and localized changes in the Linux kernel, in particular in the allocator for the PT (i.e., in `pmd_alloc()` and `pte_alloc()` functions), and absolutely no modifications to the actual radix-tree PT structure and the existing page walk routine.

ASAP non-disruptively extends the TLB miss-handling logic. For each VMA that supports direct indexing, ASAP requires a VMA descriptor consisting of architecturally-exposed range registers that contain the start and end addresses of the VMA, as well as the base physical addresses of the contiguous regions containing PT levels mapping the VMA. Our evaluation shows that tracking 2 VMAs is enough to provide direct indexing for 98% of the memory footprint for the studied big-memory benchmarks.

On each TLB miss, the virtual address of the memory operation is checked against the range registers. On a hit, the physical addresses of the target PT nodes are determined via a simple base-plus offset computation. Then, ASAP issues prefetched requests by calculated target addresses. PT prefetches generated by ASAP travel like normal memory traffic through the memory hierarchy. Prefetched cache blocks are placed into the L1-D cache to serve the upcoming requests from the page walker. We highlight that there is no modification required to the cache hierarchy or the page walker.

ASAP delivers a significant reduction in page walk latency, with an average improvement of 45% across the evaluated big-memory applications under virtualization on an x86-64-based system. This is an expected result as ASAP can overlap memory accesses during the page walk along both the host and guest dimensions of the nested
walk, thus exposing the latency of only one memory access. By quantifying the frac-
tion of cycles spent in page walks on a real processor, we can obtain a lower-bound of
ASAP’s performance improvement by multiplying this fraction with ASAP’s reduction
in page walk latency.

1.4.3 Improving Caching Efficiency of Page Table under Virtualiz-
ation and Colocation

Further analyzing the result of the characterization of page walks, we perform a root
cause analysis of the difference in average latencies of accesses to the leaf nodes of the
guest and host PTs under virtualization and application colocation. We find that while
guest PTEs corresponding to nearby virtual addresses reside in the same cache block,
host PTEs corresponding to these guest virtual addresses are often scattered among
multiple cache blocks.

To understand why PTEs may reside in different cache blocks, let’s consider a
simple case where applications are running natively.

A PT is indexed through virtual addresses, where the PTEs for two adjacent virtual
pages $A$ and $A+1$ sit in neighboring leaf nodes and within the same cache block. While
the $A$ and $A+1$ are adjacent in virtual address space, their virtual-to-physical mappings
are determined by the memory allocator. If the memory allocator is allocating memory
for a single application, adjacent virtual pages are likely to be mapped to adjacent
physical pages, carrying over their spatial locality to physical address space. However,
if the memory allocator is allocating memory for multiple applications, the allocations
for virtual pages $A$ and $A+1$ may be interleaved by memory allocation requests for co-
running application(s). In this case, $A$ and $A+1$ are unlikely to be mapped to adjacent
physical pages and their spatial locality is lost in the physical address space. In the
worst case, a set of pages that are contiguous in the virtual space may be allocated
to physical pages that are entirely non-contiguous. This results in the application’s
memory being fragmented in the physical address space.

Under virtualization, when the memory allocator in a VM is stressed by collocated
applications, each individual application’s memory is fragmented in the guest OS’s
physical address space. The host OS deals with the VM like another process and treats
the guest physical address space as the VM process’ virtual memory. Problematically,
the fragmentation in the guest physical memory carries over to the host virtual memory.
Guest virtual pages $A$ and $A+1$ which were mapped to non-adjacent guest physical
pages will now be non-adjacent in host virtual address space. As a result, they will not occupy neighboring PTEs in the host PT, and will not reside in the same cache block. This increases the footprint of the host PT nodes corresponding to each application running inside the VM.

In response to these observations, we introduce PTEMagnet, a legacy-preserving software-only technique to reduce page walk latency in cloud environments by improving the locality of the host PTEs. Cache locality of host PTEs can be improved by limiting memory fragmentation in the guest OS. We show that prohibiting memory fragmentation within a small contiguous region greatly increases locality for host PTEs. PTEMagnet uses this observation and employs a custom guest OS memory allocator which prohibits fragmentation within small memory regions by fine-grained memory reservation. As a result, PTEMagnet improves the locality of the host PTEs and thus accelerates nested page walks. PTEMagnet can be implemented on any system that employs radix-tree PTs and nested page walks.

1.5 Published Work

During my PhD programme, I contributed to preparing four conference papers and one workshop submission that are listed below. Some of the contents of this thesis have appeared in the first two publications on the list.


Chapter 1. Introduction


1.6 Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the necessary background on virtual memory subsystem mechanisms. Chapter 3 presents our evaluation of the overhead of page walks under virtualization and motivates the need for reducing page walk latency. The next two chapters describe our proposals for reducing page walk latency under virtualization. Chapter 4 presents ASAP, a new technique for shortening page walk latency by prefetching intermediate PT nodes. In Chapter 5, we study the effect of memory fragmentation stemming from application colocation on page walk latency, and present PTEMagnet, a simple software-only approach to prevent fragmentation of the PT through a fine-grained reservation-based allocation in the guest OS. Finally, in Chapter 6, we summarize our findings and provide potential future directions for research on accelerating page walks under virtualization.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter presents the background material necessary to understand the main contributions of this thesis.

2.1 Virtual Memory Basics

Virtual memory provides each process with the illusion of having access to a full address space, thus mitigating the reality of limited physical memory. The operating system (OS), using a combination of hardware and software, maps memory addresses used by a program (i.e., virtual addresses) into physical addresses in memory. The OS assigns memory on a page granularity. Translation of virtual-to-physical address happens on every memory access. In this thesis, we focus on systems having x86-64 or AArch64 architecture and using Linux as an OS. Such systems are common in cloud platform infrastructure. The remainder of this chapter describes Linux address translation mechanisms and memory allocation in detail.

2.1.1 Address Translation Mechanisms

Linux keeps the mapping of the virtual address space of a running process onto physical memory in a per-process structure, called a Page Table (PT). The PT maintains the mappings at a page granularity: for each page in the virtual space, there is a PT entry (PTE) that contains a virtual-to-physical address translation for all virtual addresses within a single page, as well as other important metadata including page access permissions. Before accessing any memory location in physical memory, the CPU must look up the address translation of the virtual address and check its validity with respect to access permissions.
Chapter 2. Background and Related Work

On x86-64 and AArch64 architectures, a PT is commonly organized as a multi-level radix tree, where the leaf level contains the actual PTEs. Upon a memory access, the CPU needs to perform a page walk, i.e., traverse the PT level-by-level from its root to the appropriate leaf with the corresponding translation. On both architectures, Linux uses a four-level PT (Linux supports a five-level PT on x86-64 [3]). In this thesis, we focus on a four-level PT. Figure 2.1 shows the organization of a four-level PT. Due to a large number of levels in a PT, a page walk, which is a sequence of serialized memory accesses to the nodes of a radix-tree PT, can be a long-latency operation especially if an application has a large memory footprint [1], [19], [20].

To reduce address translation overheads, modern CPUs deploy a wide range of machinery that includes both address-translation-specific and general-purpose caching. First, multi-level Translation-Lookaside Buffers (TLBs) cache address translations to recently accessed memory locations. Upon a TLB miss (if no TLBs have the required translation), a hardware-based page walker performs a PT look-up, bringing the corresponding translation from memory, potentially raising a page fault if the translation does not exist, and installing it in the TLB for future reuse. PTs are located in conventional physical memory so that page walks can benefit from the regular CPU cache hierarchy that accelerates accesses to the recently used parts of the PT. Besides the conventional caches, CPUs deploy Page-Walk Caches (PWCs) that hold recently accessed intermediate nodes of the radix-tree PTs, allowing the page walker to skip one or more PT levels in a page walk.

In a virtualized scenario, which is typical in a public cloud, guest and host OSs
manage their PTs that together comprise so-called nested PTs [21]. Upon a TLB miss, a virtualized process has to perform a 2D (or nested) page walk. A 2D page walk involves a conventional 1D page walk in the guest PT where each access to the nodes of the guest PT triggers a complete 1D page walk in the host PT. The latter is required to find the location of the node in the next level of the guest PT in the host physical memory. Thus, to translate a guest virtual address to a guest physical address, in addition to the 4 memory accesses to the guest PT, the page walker needs to perform up to 4 memory accesses to the host PT for each access to the guest PT. Moreover, after getting a guest physical address, the page walker needs to perform one more 1D page walk in the host PT to figure out the location of the data in the host physical memory. Thus, to translate a guest virtual address to a guest physical address, on top of the 4 memory accesses to the guest PT, the page walker needs to perform up to 4 memory accesses to the host PT every time it accesses the guest PT (or up to 20 memory accesses to the host PT in total). To point to a particular memory access during a nested page walk, we assign a unique serial number from 1 to 24 to all memory accesses of a nested page walk. Figure 2.2 represents the mechanism of calculating and accessing PT nodes during a nested page walk. Figure 2.2 also represents the mapping between the assigned numbers and the nested page walk memory accesses. For example, an access to a guest PTE is marked with the number 20.
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2.1.2 Memory Allocation Granularity: Page Sizes

The four-level PT employed by x86-64 is designed to provide a translation for a 4KB (small) page. However, the hierarchical structure of the PT radix tree naturally allows for a technique to reduce the overheads of address translation – shortening the page walk by storing one translation for a group of pages in intermediate PT nodes. This approach allows replacing 512 contiguous small pages with a large page of the equivalent size. For example, in Linux/x86-64, a large page of 2MB is managed by a single entry in the PL2 level of the PT, replacing the corresponding 512 independent PT entries in the PL1 level. Large pages are one of the least intrusive, with respect to the PT radix tree, innovations in memory management, requiring modest hardware and software extensions.

The x86-64 architecture supports different page sizes: 4KB (small), 2MB and 1GB (large). The AArch64 architecture is more flexible: it supports the same page sizes as the x86-64 architecture along with other page sizes. In this thesis, we configure AArch64-based systems to use only the page sizes available on the x86-64 architecture (i.e., set the base page size to 4KB).

2.1.2.1 Problems of Large Pages

Unfortunately, even the least intrusive changes in the virtual memory mechanisms carry numerous implications on the overall system behavior and introduce performance pathologies. On x86-64, the introduction of 2MB and 1GB large pages revealed an ensemble of unexpected problems. Araujo et al., for example, show that the use of large pages leads to memory fragmentation in multi-tenant cloud environments [22]. Under high memory fragmentation, Linux often has to synchronously compact the memory before a memory chunk of the necessary size can be allocated, introducing high average and tail latencies. Kwon et al. showcase a problem in unfair large pages distribution among multiple applications sharing a single server, as well as point to increasing memory footprint due to the internal fragmentation [23]. For instance, the authors show that redis increases its memory footprint by 50% when using large pages and may start swapping even with a carefully provisioned physical memory.

While being a simple and natural idea, the systems community has struggled with the wide adoption of large pages. The root of the problem is the lack of memory management flexibility (e.g., copy-on-write in OS, deduplication, and ballooning optimizations in hypervisor [24], [25]) with large pages as compared to fine-grain paging.
Large pages are also not used for code due to security concerns. Indeed, large pages increase the chances of breaking address space layout randomization due to much lower randomness among physical addresses for code. With large pages, a functional dependency between physical addresses is higher as the number of large pages needed to allocate code is much lower than the number of small pages.

Due to the combination of issues above, large pages are often disabled in production systems [26]. As a result, in this thesis, we evaluate systems using only 4KB small pages.

2.1.3 Memory Allocation Mechanism

In Linux, a process can request memory from Linux, by executing `mmap()` or `brk()` system calls. After executing these calls, the process immediately (eagerly) receives the requested virtual memory region. In contrast to the allocation of virtual space, physical memory allocation is performed lazily: the OS assigns physical memory to a process on-demand and on a page-by-page basis. The OS allocates memory for the process with a page of physical memory upon the first access that triggers a page fault and inserts the corresponding virtual-to-physical mapping, that is a PTE, into the PT.

2.1.4 Memory Fragmentation

Eager allocation of virtual address space in conjunction with lazy physical address space allocation can create a drastic difference in the spatial locality of the two address spaces. In Linux, both `mmap()` and `brk()` system calls are implemented to return contiguous virtual memory regions (e.g., two consecutive `mmap` calls from one application return contiguous virtual addresses) whereas physical memory pages are allocated ad
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Figure 2.4: Packing of PTEs of neighbouring virtual pages in one cache block [2].

... as the Linux buddy allocator is optimized for fast physical memory allocation instead of contiguity. In a multi-tenant system, due to the fact that page faults from different applications are coming asynchronously, the buddy allocator fragments the physical memory space. As a result, addresses that are contiguous in the virtual address space often correspond to pages arbitrarily placed in physical memory [1], [27], [28]. Thus, under aggressive colocation, which is typical in the public cloud, buddy allocator interspersedly allocates physical memory to different applications, destroying the contiguity present in the virtual space. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the difference in contiguity between virtual and physical address spaces.

2.1.5 Spatial Locality in the Page Table

Prior work has demonstrated that abundant spatial locality exists in access patterns of many cloud applications [29]. Spatial locality means that nearby virtual addresses are likely to be accessed together. In native execution, PT accesses also inherit the spatial locality of accesses to data. Indeed, being indexed by virtual addresses, PTEs corresponding to adjacent pages are tightly packed in page-sized chunks of memory. As a result, TLB misses to adjacent pages in the virtual space result in page walks that traverse the PT radix-tree to adjacent PTEs. Dense packing of such PTEs amplifies the efficiency of CPU caches that manage memory at the granularity of cache blocks: up to eight adjacent 8-byte PTEs (which are likely to be accessed together due to applications’ spatial locality) may reside in a single cache block. Figure 2.4 represents the layout of the PT, highlighting the tight packing of PTEs of neighbouring pages in a cache block.

Figure 2.5 shows trajectories of consecutive page walks for (a) contiguous pages and (b) non-contiguous pages. One can see that page walks for contiguous virtual
2.2. Previous Research on Address Translation

Prior attempts at accelerating address translation are either disruptive – requiring a radical re-engineering of the virtual memory subsystem – or incremental to the existing mechanisms. The following subsections discuss both types of proposals in detail.

2.2.1 Disruptive Proposals

With rapidly increasing application dataset sizes and the associated growth in translation overheads [30], some of the recent work argues for a complete replacement of the PT radix tree and the address translation mechanisms that are designed around it. One set of proposals has suggested using large contiguous segments of memory instead of fine-grained paging for big-data server applications [14], [31], [32]. These proposals
are based on observations that server applications tend to allocate all of their memory at start-up and make little use of page-based virtual memory mechanisms, such as swapping and copy-on-write [14], [31], [32]. Hence, the authors suggested using segments of contiguous memory for these applications instead of pages. Managing memory in segments of an arbitrary size allows to considerably reduce translation overheads that arise due to the increasing number of fixed-size pages required to cover growing datasets.

While tempting from a performance perspective, there are several major issues with the segment-based approach that prevent its adoption. First, segment-based memory relies on specific characteristics of a single class of applications, whereas an OS has to be general-purpose. Hence, the OS needs to efficiently support both the conventional page-based approach and the segment-based one. Supporting two separate translation mechanisms makes the memory subsystem heterogeneous and more complicated to manage. Second, not all big-memory applications can operate on a small number of segments, as noted by [33], while supporting a large number of segments is impractical in hardware, as noted in the original paper [31].

Another challenge with segment-based memory management is that, in practice, finding large contiguous physical memory regions can be challenging in the presence of memory cell failures. Such failures are exposed to the OS, which monitors the health of the available physical memory, detects the faulty cells, and retires the affected physical memory at granularity of small pages [34], [35]. While a recent study at Facebook already reports increasing memory error rates due to DRAM technology scaling to smaller feature sizes [36], emerging memory technologies, such as 3D XPoint, are likely to have a higher incidence of memory cell failures due to lower endurance as compared to DRAM [37], [38]. Hard memory faults dramatically complicate memory management not only with segments but also with large pages; e.g., by introducing an extra level of abstraction [39] and new software and hardware machinery (e.g., per-segment Bloom filters for pages with hard faults [32]).

To reduce PT access latency, prior work proposes replacing the PT radix tree with lookup-latency optimized data structures, such as hash tables [10], [11], [40] and hashed inverted PTs as in IBM PowerPC [41]. While promising, such designs require a complete overhaul of address translation and memory allocation mechanisms in both software and hardware. Making a lot of changes in both software and hardware components of a system at the same time is a complex task. Therefore, adopting any of these designs for conventional usage is a daunting prospect. In addition, traditional-
hash-table-based designs may suffer from performance pathologies including long-
chain traversals due to hash collisions [10], [20]. SPARC architecture handles TLB
misses in software while accelerating TLB miss handling by introducing a software-
managed direct-mapped cache of translations, called TSB [42]. However, prior work
shows that larger TSB entries exhibit poorer cache locality making TSB less efficient
than the conventional PT radix tree [20].

Other prior work investigated application-specific address translation, allowing
the developers to choose address translation methods appropriate for their applica-
tions [15], e.g., using segment- [14] or a hashtable-based PT organization [10]. How-
ever, these approaches expose the complexity of virtual memory programming to the
application developers or, if implemented at the system level, lead to an increase in OS
memory management complexity. Both greatly impede the adoption of these ideas in
the wild.

### 2.2.2 Incremental Approaches

To avoid the disruption to existing system stacks, some researchers have proposed
microarchitectural and OS-based techniques to accelerate address translation while re-
taining compatibility with the conventional PT and radix tree mechanisms. One such
group of mechanisms seeks to leverage existing contiguity in both virtual and phys-
ical space to coalesce multiple PTEs into a single TLB entry so as to increase TLB
reach [43], [44]. Indeed, thanks to the ease of their integration into existing system
stacks, the industry has recently adopted this idea [45].

Problematically, the effectiveness of coalescing-based approaches is fundamen-
 tally constrained by the size of a TLB structure. Another limitation is that coalescing
relies on having contiguity in the physical memory space of an application; however,
ensuring such contiguity is not an objective of existing Linux memory allocators [33].
As a result, generating physical memory allocation contiguity is not the purpose of
the existing mechanisms, such as Linux buddy allocator, but rather a side-effect. As
a result, on a default OS, application contiguity characteristics can vary greatly across
different runs of the same application, especially under application colocation, mak-
ing solutions that rely on PTE coalescing unreliable from a performance perspective.
(One of our contributions is an analysis of the sources of the variability in application
contiguity characteristics which is discussed in Chapter 5.)

Another set of techniques focus on improving TLB efficiency in the presence of
multiple page sizes. A straight-forward TLB design that statically partitions capacity
across a set of supported page sizes will suffer from poor utilization when one-page size dominates. Moreover, because the size of the page that belongs to a particular memory access is unknown before a TLB look-up, all of the TLB structures need to be checked, increasing TLB hit latency and energy consumption. While recent works have attacked these problems [46]–[48], their effectiveness is fundamentally limited by the capacity of the TLB structure. To combat these issues, Misel-Myrto et al. propose page size prediction to reduce TLB look-up latency and energy consumption [46]. Other researchers explored using a unified indexing function for all the page sizes while keeping a single hardware structure for all the translations [47], [48]. While effective, these techniques are all fundamentally limited by the capacity of the TLB structure. The advent of variable page sizes significantly increased the complexity of the TLB machinery, often introducing multiple hardware structures and concurrent indexes that increase the look-up time and waste energy.

Thanks to the backward compatibility of these approaches, the industry has already started their adoption [45]. However, none of these approaches (to the best of our knowledge) offer much-desired scalability: while datasets continue to increase, the efficiency of these techniques would inevitably decrease due to limited capacity of the physical TLB structures as well as coalescing opportunities exposed by the software.

### 2.2.3 Summary

Improving the performance of virtual memory has been a focus of much recent work. While some prior work seeks for radical re-design of conventional PTs and replacing them with a scalable segment-based or hash-table approach, such solutions are not general enough and introduce additional complexity into the already sophisticated virtual memory subsystem. Other researchers take a pragmatic side focusing on incremental and evolutionary techniques. However, none of these techniques offer the much-desired scalability required due to the unrelenting growth in application dataset sizes.
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Characterizing Page Walks

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we characterize page walk latency and its effect on performance. We start the characterization by evaluating how the dataset growth, virtualization, and colocation affect the average page walk latency. Next, we analyze the sources of high page walk latency under virtualization. We measure the latency of each memory access during a nested page walk with and without colocation. To understand what increases page walk’s latency under colocation, we study which accesses to the main memory during a nested page walk cause most of the latency. Lastly, we study how page walk latency affects the overall performance under virtualization. To measure the effect of page walk latency on performance, we design a methodology for varying the average page walk latency of an application executed on real hardware under virtualization. By measuring execution time with different page walk latencies, we identify a performance drop attributed to page walks. Moreover, we show that shortening nested page walks by bringing PT nodes close to a CPU in the memory hierarchy can considerably lower execution time.

3.2 Measuring Page Walk Latency

In this study, we measure the average page walk latency. We study four configurations: native and virtualized executions both with and without application colocation. As modern hardware does not provide a performance counter reporting the average page walk latency, we conduct a simulation study. We simulate the memory hierarchy of an Intel-Broadwell-like processor using DinamoRIO [49] (details on the simulation
### Table 3.1: Workloads used in the characterization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>SPEC’06 benchmark (ref input)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>PARSEC 3.0 benchmark (native input set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>Breadth-first search, 60GB dataset (scaled from Twitter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagerank</td>
<td>PageRank, 60GB dataset (scaled from Twitter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mc{80,400}</td>
<td>Memcached, in memory key-value cache, 80GB and 400GB datasets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>In-memory key-value store (50GB YCSB dataset)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.2: Parameters of the hardware platform used for characterization studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Dual socket Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2630v4 (BDW) 2.40GHz 20 cores/socket, SMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory size</td>
<td>160GB/socket (768GB/socket for mc400)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypervisor</td>
<td>QEMU 2.0.0, 128GB RAM guest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest/host operating system</td>
<td>Ubuntu 14.04.5, Linux kernel v4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.3: Increase in mc page walk latency under various scenarios. The data is normalized to native execution in isolation with a 80GB dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5× larger dataset</th>
<th>SMT colocation</th>
<th>Virtualization</th>
<th>Virtualization + SMT colocation</th>
<th>Virtualization + SMT colocation + 5× larger dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2×</td>
<td>2.7×</td>
<td>5.3×</td>
<td>12.0×</td>
<td>15.8×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

methodology are described in Section 4.3). We measure the average page walk latency for applications listed in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 lists the parameters of the simulated system and processor.

Figure 3.1 demonstrates that, despite all existing hardware support, page walk latency may climb to hundreds of cycles. Table 3.3 summarizes the trend by focusing on the mc workload. Various factors can affect the page walk latency, including the size of the dataset, interference caused by a co-running application, and virtualization. If running on a core in isolation and in native mode, mc has average page walk latency of 44 cycles. Increasing the dataset size of mc from 80GB to 400GB causes the average page walk latency of mc to climb by 1.2×. Despite the fact that this value
might look modest, if projected to multiple-terabyte datasets, the dataset size will impact page walk latency much more. Colocation with another application on the same core increases the page walk latency by $2.7 \times$ (to 120 cycles). Virtualization (without colocation) increases the page walk latency of mcf by $5.3 \times$. Virtualization with colocation propels the page walk latency of mcf to 527 cycles that comprises a $12 \times$ increase. Finally, virtualization, colocation, and the $5 \times$ dataset size growth increase the page walk latency to 697 cycles, a whopping $15.8 \times$ increase.

### 3.3 Analyzing Sources of High Page Walk Latency

In this section, we analyze the sources of high page walk latency in virtualized systems with and without colocation. To that end, we study which memory accesses during a page walk incur the longest latency.

Under virtualization, a nested page walk consists of up to 24 memory accesses. Figure 3.2 represents all memory accesses of a nested page walk and assigns a number to each memory access. During a simulation, for each memory access during a nested page walk, we measure its average latency. We perform this study for mcf running under virtualization alone and in colocation with a data-intensive benchmark.

Figure 3.2 represents the results of the study. The legend lists the numbers of individual memory accesses during a nested page walk. To simplify the result presentation, we show the latency of the first 19 memory accesses as one aggregated value. One can see that for standalone execution, memory accesses with serial numbers 20 and 24, which correspond to accesses to PTEs of the guest PT and the host PT respectively, account for the largest part of the total page walk latency if running alone. High latency of accesses to PTEs of both PTs can be explained by the fact that the PT level con-
Figure 3.2: mcf’s average page walk latency breakdown by page walk memory accesses. The legend lists the serial numbers of individual memory accesses according to their order in a nested page walk (see Figure 2.2 for more details). Accesses with numbers 20 and 24 correspond to accesses to guest and host PTEs, respectively.

In theory, with application colocation, the parity between average latencies of accesses to guest and host PTEs should remain unchanged as the co-runner affects the reuse distance of all cache blocks similarly. However, the results show that with application colocation, mcf’s average latency of the access to the guest PTE is not equal to the average latency of the access to the host PTE. Indeed, Figure 3.3 shows the comparison of these latencies among both configurations. One can see that in colocation, the average latency of the access to the host PTE (serial number 24) is almost twice higher than the latency of the access to the guest PTE (serial number 20).

As a result of this study, we conclude that in colocation, there is an unknown effect that causes the discrepancy between the average latencies of accesses to the guest and host PTEs. We study this effect in detail in Chapter 5 where we discover its root cause.
3.4 Measuring How Page Walks Affect Performance

In this section, we quantify what part of the overall performance is wasted due to the high page walk latency under virtualization. To that end, we design a methodology that allows quantifying the effect of reduction in the average page walk latency on an application running on real hardware. By applying the methodology, we estimate how changing the average page walk latency affects the application's performance. Note that while our methodology helps to quantify the performance change, it won’t be efficient if applied to production systems as it involves locking some hardware resources, namely LLC capacity.

3.4.1 Methodology for Varying Page Walk Latency

We design a methodology allowing to vary the average page walk latency experienced by an application running under virtualization. We change the base page walk latency by two approaches.

**Elimination of page walks.** The first approach is to remove TLB misses by forcing an application to allocate only large pages using *libhugetlbfs* [50]. Using large pages allows increasing the TLB reach – the size of a dataset for which address translation
can take place without performing page walks. In this study, we use an Intel Broadwell processor. As the capacity of the second-level TLB is considerably (more than $24\times$) larger than that of the first-level TLB on the evaluated processor, we approximate the TLB reach as a size of the dataset whose translations can be accommodated in full by the second-level TLB. The second-level TLB of the evaluated processor has 1536 entries where each entry can store a translation for one page. With 4KB pages, the TLB reach is $4KB \times 1536 = 6MB$. In contrast, with large pages, the TLB reach is $2MB \times 1536 = 3GB$. As a result, with 4KB pages, an application with an irregular memory access pattern experiences a significant number of TLB misses if an application’s dataset size is considerably larger than 6MB. In contrast, with large pages, an application can run with a dataset of up to 3GB in size while experiencing a considerably lower ($\approx 100\times$) number of TLB misses than with 4KB pages. Consecutively, one can say that forcing using large pages effectively eliminates TLB misses of an application with a dataset size of up to 3GB. The absence of TLB misses means no page walks. Elimination of a page walk can be considered keeping a page walk but zeroing out its latency. Thus, one can say that using large pages effectively turns all page walks observed with 4KB pages to zero-latency page walks.

Neglecting the difference in overheads of memory allocation between 4KB and large pages, execution with large pages corresponds to execution with 4KB but with zeroed out average page walk latency.

To conclude, by forcing using large pages on an Intel Broadwell processor with an application using a dataset smaller than 3GB, one can achieve the effect of zeroing out the average page walk latency.

**Improving the page walk’s hit rate to caches.** The second approach to lower the average page walk latency is to force PT nodes to remain on-chip. If PT nodes stay on-chip, a page walk never reads PT nodes from the main memory, which is expected to reduce the average page walk’s latency. We force PT nodes to stay on-chip by guaranteeing that PT nodes are in the last level cache (LLC). We place PT nodes in LLC by constantly accessing them in a loop by a custom kernel module running in parallel with the application on the same processor. To increase the chances of a PT node staying on-chip, we guarantee no evictions of PT cache blocks from LLC using LLC partitioning. We partition LLC between the application and the kernel module using Intel’s Cache Allocation Technology [51]. We create two LLC partitions and assign the first partition to an application and the second partition to the PT-fetching kernel module. We allocate LLC partitions in a way that the kernel module’s LLC
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Figure 3.4: Reduction in the number of execution cycles achieved by (1) zeroing out the average page walk latency and (2) reducing the average page walk latency by forcing PT nodes to remain in LLC.

partition is capable to accommodate the whole application’s PT while the rest of the LLC capacity goes to the application. To conclude, we can reduce the average page walk latency by forcing PT nodes to remain in LLC by a combination of (1) fetching PT nodes with a custom kernel module and (2) partitioning LLC to reduce the chances of PT nodes being evicted from LLC.

3.4.2 Evaluation of Performance with Various Page Walk Latencies

Firstly, we study how eliminating page walks affects the application’s performance under virtualization. We use the number of execution cycles reported by a corresponding performance counter as a metric of performance. We study two configurations: (1) 4KB pages, and (2) with large pages forced by the libhugetlbfs. The configuration with 4KB pages has the base average page walk latency while the configuration with large pages has no page walks (that is equivalent to zeroed out latency).

Secondly, we analyze how reducing page walk latency by keeping PT nodes on-chip affects the application’s performance under virtualization. In this part of the study, we use 4KB pages for all configurations. We study two configurations: (1) normal execution and (2) execution with the PT nodes forced to be on-chip. The first configuration features the base average page walk latency. In comparison to the first configuration, the configuration with PT nodes in LLC is expected to have a lower average page walk latency. On both configurations, we limit LLC capacity available to an application in a
way that the remaining part of the LLC can accommodate the whole application’s PT.

We evaluate all applications listed in Table 3.1 except mc, which is unaffected by libhugetlbfs. We run all applications with datasets of 3GB or smaller. We report the number of execution cycles saved thanks to a reduction in the average page walk latency. We normalize the results to the number of execution cycles on the configuration with normal execution (and 4KB pages). Figure 3.4 shows the results of the study. Zeroing out the average page walk latency reduces the number of execution cycles by 18-68% (34% on average) compared to a configuration with the base page walk latency. The largest reduction is observed on graph applications – 68% on bfs and 50% on pagerank that corresponds to whopping speedups of 3.1× and 2.0×, respectively.

Reducing the average page walk latency by forcing PT to remain on-chip results in smaller savings in the number of execution cycles than zeroing out the average page walk latency. Keeping PT nodes in LLC results in saving 10-15% (12% on average) of execution cycles in comparison to execution without the guarantee that PT nodes are always in LLC. Forcing PT nodes to remain on-chip delivers the largest saving in the number of execution cycles of 15% on mcf whereas bfs and redis demonstrate the second-largest reduction in the number of execution cycles of 12%.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we characterize page walks. We measure how various factors – ① the dataset growth, ② virtualization, and ③ application colocation – affect the average page walk latency. The results show that virtualization significantly increases the average page walk latency, especially when an application has a large dataset and its memory accesses are irregular. Moreover, we find that under virtualization, a high page walk latency results in a significant performance overhead of 34% on average. Thus, we conclude that reducing page walk latency under virtualization can boost performance considerably.

To find opportunities for page walk latency reduction under virtualization, we analyze the average latencies of accesses to each PT node during a nested page walk. The results of our analysis show that accesses to PTEs have higher latency than accesses to other PT nodes. Moreover, under virtualization and colocation, we discover a discrepancy between average latencies of accesses to the PTEs of the guest and host PTs: accesses to the host PTEs on average take much longer than accesses to the guest
PTEs. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to report such a discrepancy. We show that under virtualization, page walks account for a significant performance overhead: eliminating page walks would result in 34% performance improvement on average (68% max). Finally, we find that bringing PT nodes closer to a CPU can result in a considerable performance improvement (12% on average if PT nodes are kept in LLC).

Our findings discussed in the previous paragraph show opportunities to reduce page walk latency under virtualization and improve performance. In the following two chapters, we present two techniques for reducing page walk latency based on our characterization findings.
Chapter 4

Address Translation with Prefetching

4.1 Introduction

The challenge for future virtual memory systems is to enable high-performance address translation for terabyte-scale datasets without disrupting existing system stacks. As a step in that direction, in this chapter, we introduce Address Translation with Prefetching (ASAP) – a new paradigm for reducing the latency of the iterative pointer chase inherent in PT walks through a direct access to a given level of the PT. With ASAP, under virtualization, a TLB miss typically exposes the latency of just two accesses to the memory hierarchy regardless of the depth of the PT.

To introduce ASAP as a minimally-invasive addition to the system stack, we exploit the observation that applications tend to have their virtual memory footprint distributed among only a handful of contiguous virtual address ranges, referred to as Virtual Memory Areas (VMAs). Each allocated virtual page has a PTE, sitting at the leaf level of the PT, and a set of intermediate PT nodes that form a pointer chain from the root of the PT to that PTE. Due to lazy memory allocation, PTEs associated with a given VMA tend to be scattered in machine memory, with no correlation between their physical addresses and that of the associated virtual pages. Our insight is that if the PTEs were to reside in contiguous physical memory and follow the same relative order as the virtual pages that map to them, then there would exist a direct mapping between the virtual page numbers in a VMA and the physical addresses of their corresponding PTEs. Given such a mapping, finding a PTE can be done through simple base-plus-offset addressing into the PTE array, avoiding the need to access preceding levels to find the PTE location. Similar logic applies to intermediate levels of the radix tree, which also can be directly indexed using base-plus-offset addressing provided the
entries are in contiguous memory and in sorted order with respect to virtual addresses they map. Sorted order means that if a virtual page number $X$ comes before virtual page number $Y$, then the radix tree entry for $X$ resides at a physical address less than that of the radix tree entry for $Y$.

Realizing this idea requires few changes to an existing system stack. Indeed, VMAs are already explicitly maintained by modern operating systems. The key missing OS functionality is ensuring that the level(s) of the radix tree that are prefetch targets are allocated in contiguous physical memory and the entries are in sorted order. One way to achieve this is by directing the OS memory allocator to reserve, at VMA creation time, a contiguous region of physical memory for the PT entries. The required memory amounts to under 0.2% from the total memory size used by an application. On the hardware side, a set of architecturally-exposed range registers are needed to encode the boundaries of prefetchable VMAs. Any virtual address that misses in the TLB is checked against the range registers; on a hit, the target physical address is computed using a base-plus-offset arithmetic, and a ASAP prefetch is issued for the computed address. Multiple prefetches, to different levels of the radix tree, can be launched in parallel.

Crucially, regardless of whether a prefetch is generated or not, the PT radix tree is walked as usual. The full traversal of the radix tree guarantees that only correct prefetched entries are consumed. Thus, ASAP does not enable a CPU to speculative on the value of the address being translated as no execution will be performed until prefetched entries are validated by the existing page walk mechanism. As a result, such ASAP design minimizes the risk of introducing a new speculation-based security vulnerability into the existing architecture.

While ASAP falls short of completely eliminating page walk latencies, since under virtualization it exposes typically two accesses to the memory hierarchy (other accesses can be overlapped, hence hiding their latency), it has one major advantage: its minimally-invasive nature with respect to the existing address translation machinery. Thus, with ASAP, TLB misses trigger normal PT walks, which are accelerated thanks to ASAP prefetches. Meanwhile, TLBs, hardware PT walkers, the PT itself and the nested address translation mechanism used for virtualization require absolutely no modifications in the presence of ASAP. Thus, ASAP can be seamlessly and gradually introduced into existing systems with no disruption to either the hardware or software ecosystem.
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Address Translation with Prefetching – a mechanism to prefetch PT nodes ahead of the page walker. We focus on the deeper levels of the PT (PL1 and PL2) as the most valuable prefetch targets, because the fourth (PL4) and third (PL3) PT levels are small and efficiently covered by the Page Walk Caches and the regular cache hierarchy. Meanwhile, the second (PL2) and the first (PL1) levels are much larger and often beyond reach for on-chip caching structures for big datasets. For instance, for a 100GB dataset, the footprint of the PT levels is 8B, 800B, 400KB and 200MB for PL4, PL3, PL2 and PL1, respectively.
To reduce the page walk latency, we propose issuing prefetches for the PL1 and PL2 levels concurrently with the page walker initiating its first access (i.e., to PL4, which is the root of the PT), as demonstrated in Figure 4.1b. Triggered on a TLB miss, the prefetcher needs to determine the physical addresses of the target PT nodes in both PL1 and PL2 levels of the PT. This is accomplished via a simple base-plus-offset computation, enabled through an ordering of memory pages occupied by the PT as discussed below. Prefetches travel like normal memory requests through the memory hierarchy and are placed into the L1-D, thus maximally repurposing the existing machinery.

Critically, with ASAP, the page walker performs the full walk as usual, consuming the prefetched entries. By executing the page walk, ASAP guarantees that only correct entries are consumed, which enables proper handling of page faults and reduces the risk of introducing a new security vulnerability into an existing architecture. Security concerns also prohibit allocating prefetches to PWCs speculatively (i.e., before validating them by the full conventional page walk) because PWCs are indexed by virtual addresses. Indeed, if prefetches were allocated to PWCs, capacity conflicts could be used as a side-channel and reveal information about the virtual-to-physical mapping.

To introduce ASAP as a natural addition to the existing system stack, we exploit the observation that a process operates on few contiguous virtual address ranges. One important example of such a range is the heap, which forms a large contiguous region in the virtual space of a process. Each allocated virtual page inside a virtual address range has a PTE at the leaf level of the PT, reached through a chain of PT nodes, one per PT level (Figure 4.1a). Thus, there exists a one-to-one mapping between a virtual memory page and a corresponding PT node at each level of the PT radix tree. However, this correspondence exists only in the virtual space, but not in the physical space, due to the buddy allocator that scatters the virtual pages, including those of the PT, across physical memory.

To enable ASAP, there needs to be a direct mapping from a virtual page to a corresponding PT node in physical memory (shown by the grey Prefetch arrows in Figure 4.1b). Our insight is that if the PT nodes for a given level of the PT in physical memory follow the same order as the virtual pages they map to, then a direct index into the PT array is possible using simple base-plus-offset computation. The solution is to have the OS induce the required ordering for the PT nodes in physical memory. As discussed below, this requires straightforward extensions in the kernel and absolutely no modifications to the actual PT structure.

In the remainder of the section, we discuss key aspects of ASAP including existing
Table 4.1: Total number of VMAs, number of VMAs that cover 99% of footprint, number of contiguous regions in physical memory, and total number of PT pages per application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Total VMAs</th>
<th>VMAs for 99% footprint coverage</th>
<th>Contig. phys. regions</th>
<th>PT page count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>2842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>3189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagerank</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2076</td>
<td>38504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4285</td>
<td>66015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mc80</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>45878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mc400</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5376</td>
<td>213097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3555</td>
<td>44171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1 Virtual Address Contiguity

Virtual addresses in PTs appear as a set of contiguous virtual ranges that are defined by the way the applications create and use virtual address spaces, such as heap and stack. In Linux, the OS manages these ranges using a virtual memory area (VMA) tree that contains the information about all non-overlapping virtual address ranges (further referred to as VMAs) allocated to a process. Other OSes have data structures analogous to Linux VMA tree, e.g., Virtual Address Descriptor (VAD) tree in Windows [52].

The applications we studied allocate few VMAs that stay stable during their execution. Our results (Table 4.1) show that a small number of VMAs cover 99% of the application footprint. These few large VMAs are attributed to heap and memory-mapped regions that contain the application data structures that are the primary causes of page walks. Meanwhile, small VMA mostly represent dynamically-linked libraries and the stack, which are frequently accessed and rarely cause TLB misses due to high temporal reuse.

4.2.2 Inducing Contiguity in the Page Table

As explained in the previous section, the virtual address space enjoys high contiguity. However, when it comes to physical memory, the pages of the PT are often scattered. For the applications we studied, the number of contiguous physical memory regions...
that store the PT nodes can reach into thousands (Table 4.1). The reason for such lack of locality in the PT is that PT nodes, just as any other data in Linux, are lazily allocated in pages whose position in physical memory is determined by the Linux buddy allocator. The buddy allocator optimizes for allocation speed, allocating pages on demand in first available slots in physical memory. The result is a complete lack of correspondence between the order of virtual pages within a VMA and the physical pages containing PT nodes.

To enable ASAP, the OS needs to guarantee that PT nodes within each PT level are located in contiguous physical memory according to their corresponding virtual page numbers within a VMA of the process, conceptually shown in Figure 4.1b. There are two ways to achieve such placement of PT nodes in physical memory: first is to deploy a custom allocator to enforce page ordering and contiguity in physical memory for the PT, and second is to sort the already allocated PT nodes in the background. While both approaches are plausible, we focus on the former as a concrete case study.

In Linux, a VMA tree contains all ranges of virtual addresses (further referred to as VMAs) that the OS provides to the process per its request. According to the demand paging and lazy allocation principle, which is employed in most operating systems, including Linux, the VMAs are created immediately, e.g., upon an `mmap` system call, whereas PT nodes are created and populated only upon a first access to the corresponding virtual addresses, which cause page faults that lead to creation of the corresponding
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virtual-to-physical mappings in the PT. Hence, each VMA defines how many mappings will eventually appear for it in the PT, and what portion of the PT the VMA will occupy in physical memory.

Since the OS knows the beginning of each VMA in the virtual space and its size, the OS can reserve contiguous physical memory regions for PT nodes at each level of the PT ahead of the eventual demand allocation of PTEs. When these are (lazily) populated, the OS can further enforce the ordering of PT nodes within each PT level to guarantee that it matches the ordering of the virtual pages mapping to them. Doing so ensures both contiguity and ordering of PT pages in machine memory, which enables indexing into a given level of the PT.

Figure 4.2 shows the layout of virtual and physical address spaces with ASAP. The virtual space layout and the layout of data pages in physical memory remains the same as in vanilla Linux; the only change required by ASAP is the introduction of contiguous physical memory regions for pages containing PT nodes.

Cost. Unlike prior work on direct segment addressing [14], [31], [32], which requires allocating the entire dataset of an application within large contiguous physical regions (see Section 2.2.1 for a discussion of the drawbacks), ASAP requires contiguity in only a tiny portion of the physical memory thanks to the compact nature of the PT radix tree. As discussed in Section 4.2, for an application with a 100GB dataset, PL4 and PL3 footprints together fit in a single 4KB page, the PL2 footprint requires 400KB, and the leaf PL1 – necessitates around 200MB. This example shows that the physical memory footprint that must be guaranteed contiguous by the OS to hold the sorted PT nodes amounts to a mere 0.2% of an application’s dataset size.

4.2.3 Architectural Support for ASAP

Figure 4.3 shows the microarchitecture of ASAP. As the figure shows, ASAP non-disruptively extends the TLB miss-handling logic. For each VMA that is a prefetch target, ASAP requires a VMA descriptor consisting of architecturally-exposed range registers that contain the start and end addresses of the VMA, as well as the base physical addresses of the contiguous regions containing the 1st (PL1) and 2nd (PL2) PT levels mapping the VMA. ASAP’s VMA descriptors are part of the architectural state of the hardware thread and are managed by the OS in the presence of the events like a context switch or interrupt handling. According to the results from Section 4.2.1, tracking 8–16 VMAs is enough to cover 99% of the memory footprint for the studied benchmarks.
With ASAP, each TLB miss triggers a lookup into the range registers, which happens in parallel with the activation of the page walker. The lookup checks the virtual address of the memory operation against the tracked VMA ranges; on a hit, target prefetch addresses in PL1 and PL2 are calculated with a base-plus-offset computation using each level’s respective base physical addresses and the offset bits from the triggering virtual address. Note that the actual offset differs between PL1 and PL2, and is derived for each of these PT levels by simply shifting the incoming offset bits by a fixed amount (labeled $s1$ and $s2$ in Figure 4.1b). The prefetch requests to the two target PT nodes are then issued to L1-D if it has a port available. As a result, the cache lines containing PT nodes are loaded into the L1-D, from which they will be subsequently accessed by the page walker.

An important aspect of ASAP is that it requires no modifications either to the cache hierarchy or to the page walker. ASAP leverages existing machinery for buffering the outstanding prefetch requests in caches’ MSHRs and allocating the data brought in by ASAP in caches themselves. If L1-D is physically indexed, data brought by prefetches placed to L1-D, whereas if L1-D is virtually indexed – to L2. Prefetches are thus best-effort (e.g., not issued if an MSHR is not available). In contrast to data prefetchers, ASAP does not noticeably increase memory bandwidth pressure since ASAP prefetches are nearly always correct (except in the special cases of "holes" in a PT range, as discussed in Section 4.2.4.2), effectively converting the page walker’s demand misses into prefetches.
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4.2.3.1 ASAP for Large Pages and Five-Level PT

Thanks to the recursive structure of the PT radix tree, no modifications are required to support large pages of any size. Translations that correspond to large pages are stored one or two levels above from the leaf (PL1) PT level. For example, PTEs for 2MB pages are stored in the 2nd (PL2) level of the PT radix tree. Since the size of the page is unknown before the page walker inspects the ultimate PT node (e.g., the PT node at PL2 contains a dedicated bit that distinguishes a 2MB page PTE from a pointer to the PL1 node that contains a 4KB page entry), some of the prefetch requests may be redundant (e.g., a request to the PL1 node if 2MB pages are used).

With the advent of five-level PTs, ASAP can be naturally extended to issue an additional prefetch request to the added PT level.

4.2.3.2 ASAP for Nested Walks

In virtualized environment, ASAP can be applied in both guest and host dimensions, which presents a significant acceleration opportunity due to the high latency of nested page walks. Under virtualization, the radix tree levels of both guest PT (gPT) and host PT (hPT) targeted by ASAP must be contiguous and ordered in the host physical memory. Similar to the native setup, this must be ensured by the hypervisor and guest OS.

In the general case, 2D walk starts by reading the guest’s value of the CR3 register that stores the location of the gPT root, followed by consecutive 1D walks in the host to access each of the gPT entries. Figure 4.4 shows the 2D walk with ASAP prefetching,

Figure 4.4: Nested prefetched address translation with ASAP. Accesses are enumerated according to their order in a 2D page walk [1].
assuming ASAP is configured to prefetch the 2nd (PL2) and 1st (PL1) levels of gPT and hPT. Immediately at the 2D walk start, ASAP issues prefetch requests to the gPT nodes in the PL2 and the PL1 levels to overlap accesses 15 and 20 with the previous ones. Then, just as the page walker starts the 1D walk in the host (steps 1–4), ASAP issues prefetch requests to the PL2 and PL1 levels of the hPT using the guest physical address of the gPT root. The process repeats for each 1D walk in host, namely steps 6–9, 11–14, 16–19, 21–24.

From the software perspective, to enable ASAP-accelerated 2D walks, the guest OS requires minimal modifications. Similar to the native case, the guest OS needs to ensure contiguity in the physical memory regions storing PL1 and PL2 levels of the PT. Under virtualization, the guest must make these requests to the hypervisor, and notify the hypervisor when any of these regions need to be extended. Thus, if the PT memory region requires an extension, the guest OS’ system calls that change the contents of the (guest) VMA tree must execute `vmcall` instructions to trigger the transition into the hypervisor so that it can invoke the host OS’s PT allocator to guarantee the region’s contiguity in both host and guest physical spaces.

From the hardware perspective, accelerating address translation in the host with ASAP requires additional range registers. Crucially, we observe that in Linux/KVM virtualization, from the perspective of the host OS, an entire guest VM is a process that has a single virtual address region [21]. Hence, a single set of range registers is sufficient to map the guest VM (including the target PT) as a host VMA, allowing acceleration of walks in the host dimension (e.g., steps 1–4 or 21–24 in Figure 4.4). Meanwhile, the number of VMAs in the guest OS is unaffected by virtualization, requiring the same number of range registers for ASAP acceleration as in the native environment.

### 4.2.4 Discussion

#### 4.2.4.1 Page Fault Handling

Since most OS’es follow the lazy allocation principle, the PT is populated with mappings on demand, i.e., the first access to a non-allocated page causes a page fault, leading to the mapping being created in the PT. Thus, both with and without ASAP, some of the PT nodes corresponding to a VMA region will stay uninitialized until the first access happens.

In this presence of ASAP, this behavior does not impact correct page fault handling.
Thus, when the page walker performs a page walk that eventually triggers a page fault, ASAP still issues prefetch requests to PT nodes in PL1 and PL2. These prefetches accelerate page fault detection by the hardware walker.

### 4.2.4.2 VMAs Evolution

Most VMAs in the VMA tree belong to well-defined process segments, such as heap, stack, memory-mapped files and dynamic libraries. The largest data segments – the ones that hold the application dataset, such as heap and the memory-mapped segments – can grow or shrink in a pre-determined direction as the process continues its execution. For instance, upon a `malloc` call, the allocator may grow the heap segment by invoking `brk/sbrk` system calls to extend the segment towards higher virtual addresses.

To extend the contiguous reserved PT regions in the event of a VMA extension, the OS needs to request memory from the buddy allocator next to the boundary of the existing region. Unfortunately, the buddy allocator does not optimize for contiguous region allocations, usually providing the first best fit chunk of physical memory. Furthermore, the physical memory next to the border of the region can be already allocated (e.g., for regular data pages). To avoid changing the buddy allocator mechanisms, we argue for asynchronous regions extension in the background, triggered by a system call that extends the corresponding VMA. A similar mechanism for asynchronous regions extension in the background is employed by Transparent HugePages [53] daemon that can compact pages per a request/hint communicated by the application via `madvise` system call (e.g., `MADV_MERGEABLE` advice value).

In the unlikely event that the OS cannot free some of the pages in the region extension area (e.g., if the pages are pinned), it can allocate some of the PT pages apart from the reserved region in the VMA. Thanks to the pointer-based structure of the PT radix tree, the page walker will be able to correctly walk the PT as usual. The only consequence of such “holes” in the reserved PT regions is that the page walks that target the PT entries located in the “holes” would not be accelerated by ASAP.

We acknowledge that PT page migration could result in locking of PTs pages and potentially slow down page fault handling. As a result, this design is effective for applications that experience VMA changes during a short initialization phase (e.g. loading a dataset from disk to memory) and have a long execution phase without VMA changes. For such applications, the potential drop in performance stemming from re-arranging the PT pages during the initialization phase could be amortized by faster
page walks accelerated by ASAP during the main execution phase.

An alternative design for arranging the PT for ASAP is reserving a part of the region created by the Linux Contiguous Memory Allocator for PTs by the OS when an application starts. This approach eliminates the potential performance losses from migrating PTs but comes at the cost of slightly increased memory consumption (less than 0.5%). However, this cost can be removed in scenarios when the amount of memory that would be used by an application is known in advance.

### 4.3 Methodology

To evaluate ASAP, we employ a methodology similar to prior work in this space, which reports TLB-miss induced overheads and page walk latencies [10], [14], [15], [31]. Given our focus on long-running big-memory workloads, we find full-system simulations intractable for projecting end-to-end performance. Instead, we report average page walk latency obtained from a detailed memory hierarchy simulator that models processor caches, page walk caches and TLBs.

Our evaluation primarily focuses on small (4KB) pages, since fine-grain memory management delivers greater flexibility, better memory utilization and better performance predictability (Section 2.1.2.1). We explore the effect of large pages in Section 4.4.2.

**Measuring page walk latency.** As a primary evaluation metric for ASAP, we use page walk latency. We evaluate ASAP on x86-64 and AArch64 platforms. To that end, we functionally model the memory hierarchy of an Intel Broadwell-like or a Huawei Kunpeng-like processors, respectively, using a simulator based on DynamoRIO [49]. We extend the DynamoRIO’s default memory hierarchy simulator and add support of TLBs, PWCs, and nested page walks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x86-64 platform</td>
<td>AArch64 platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Dual socket Intel® Xeon® E5-2630v4 (BDW) 2.4GHz 20 cores/socket, SMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory size</td>
<td>Dual socket Huawei Kunpeng 920-6426 2.6GHz 64 cores/socket, no SMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160GB/socket</td>
<td>128GB/socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(768GB/socket for mc400)</td>
<td>(mc400 is not studied)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Parameters of hardware platforms used for memory trace generation.
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Table 4.3: Parameters used in simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x86-64 CPU</td>
<td>AArch64 CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 I-TLB</td>
<td>64 entries, 8-way associative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48 entries, 12-way associative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 D-TLB</td>
<td>64 entries, 8-way associative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32 entries, 8-way associative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 S-TLB</td>
<td>1536 entries, 6-way associative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1024 entries, 4-way associative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page walk caches</td>
<td>3-level Split PWC: 2 cycles, PL4 - 2 entries, fully assoc.;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PL3 - 4 entries, fully assoc.;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PL2 - 32 entries, 4-way assoc. (similar to Intel Core i7 [54])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtualization</td>
<td>one dedicated PWC for guest PT, one for host PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 I/D cache</td>
<td>32KB, 8-way associative, 4 cycles round trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64KB, 4-way associative, 3 cycles round trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 cache</td>
<td>256KB, 8-way associative, 12 cycles round trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>512KB, 8-way associative, 9 cycles round trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 cache</td>
<td>20MB, 20-way associative, 40 cycles round trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48MB, 12-way associative, 62 cycles round trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main memory access latency</td>
<td>191 cycles round trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>240 cycles round trip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As part of the simulation, we record a trace of the application’s memory accesses and the content of its PT on a real system, whose parameters are listed in Table 4.2. For experiments with virtualized The parameters of simulated CPUs are shown in Table 4.3.

During simulation, using the recorded trace of memory accesses, we model updates to the memory hierarchy state, including states of caches, TLBs, and PWCs. On every TLB miss, we simulate a page walk using the application’s PT dump. Thus, memory accesses triggered by a page walker also update the state of the memory hierarchy. A PT dump includes the whole kernel and user PTs of a studied process. A PT dump is captured through an in-house kernel module. On the x86-64 platform, we use a kernel module derived from the Linux kernel debug helper for dumping PTs [55]). On the AArch64 platform, we use PTEditor library [56] designed for dumping a PT. During simulation, a PT dump is used to determine physical addresses that should be read during a page walk. For each access to the memory hierarchy during a page walk, we trace and record the levels of the memory hierarchy involved in serving the access. Thus, for each page walk, we get a trace of memory hierarchy levels involved during...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>SPEC’06 benchmark (ref input)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>PARSEC 3.0 benchmark (native input set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>Breadth-first search, 60GB dataset (scaled from Twitter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagerank</td>
<td>PageRank, 60GB dataset (scaled from Twitter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mc{80,400}</td>
<td>Memcached, in memory key-value cache, 80GB and 400GB datasets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>In-memory key-value store (50GB YCSB dataset)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Workloads used for evaluation.

the walk. Since a page walk is a serial pointer chasing operation, we calculate the page walk latency by adding up access latencies of all memory hierarchy levels involved in each page walk trace record.

**Page walk caches configuration.** We simulate PWCs configuration similar to Intel Core i7 [54] (see Table 4.3). Despite the fact that the considerable number of page walks hit to PWCs (see Figure 4.6), increasing PWCs capacity does not substantially reduce page walk latency. We observe that when running in isolation, doubling the capacity of each PWC with respect to the default configuration provides negligible average page walk latency reduction – 2% and 3% in native and virtualized scenarios, respectively. These results corroborate industry trends: PWCs capacity did not grow beyond 32 entries per level in several recent Intel processor generations from Westmere to Skylake [57].

**Benchmarks.** We select a set of 6 diverse applications that exhibit significant TLB pressure (6-85% L2 TLB miss ratio) from SPEC’06, PARSEC 3.0, graph analytics (atop of Galois framework [58]) and in-memory key-value stores. For the graph applications (bfs and pagerank), we used a 60GB synthetic dataset with edge distribution modeled after a (smaller) publically-available Twitter dataset. The applications and datasets are listed in Table 4.4. Unfortunately, due to an internal bug in the Dynamorio on AArch64, we were unable to evaluate ASAP on mc running an AArch64 CPU.

**Workload colocation.** In modern datacenter and cloud environments, applications are aggressively colocated for better CPU and memory utilization [59]. Indeed, Google reports that they aggressively collocate different applications on SMT cores as a routine practice [9]. Intel offers a lot of server-grade processors supporting SMT while Huawei announced that its SMT-supporting server-grade processor, Kunpeng 930, will be released in 2021 [60].
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We simulate a colocation scenario on a dual-threaded SMT core by placing a memory-intensive corunner thread alongside the studied application thread. To show the full potential of ASAP, we use a synthetic corunner that issues one request to a random address for each memory access by the application thread. On both x86-64 and AArch64 platforms, colocation pressures the cache hierarchy, which is used to cache PTEs (from both intermediate and leaf nodes of the PT), hence increasing the average walk duration. By design, our microbenchmark considerably hampers the performance of the caches. To validate our methodology and show that such hampering effect is realistic and representative, we also evaluate ASAP in a colocation setup when a corunner is mcf. We find that, in colocation with mcf, ASAP’s ability to accelerate page walks under virtualization is approximately the same as in colocation with our microbenchmark: 40% and 45% page walk latency reduction on average, respectively (see Section 4.4.2.1 for more detail).

We do not model contention in the TLBs and PWCs stemming from SMT colocation. This is because there is only limited and/or contradicting information regarding what partitioning schema is used for partitioning TLBs and PWCs in modern processors. Indeed, the Intel optimization manual [61] states that Intel Broadwell processors employ *fixed* partitioning of data TLBs. However, the term *fixed* is not defined in the document and no further details are given. On the other hand, the recent security research [62] reveals that data TLBs on a Broadwell processor are *competitively shared*. We argue that contention in TLBs and PWCs would result in a larger number of page walks and/or make them longer, thus increasing the opportunity for ASAP. Thus, our speed-up estimates for ASAP under colocation are conservative.

**Virtualization.** To assess ASAP in a virtualized environment, we record the guest PT contents using an in-house kernel module as described above. On the host side, we model the layout of the PT in a system without ASAP by mimicking the Linux buddy allocator’s behavior by randomly scattering the PT pages across the host physical memory. To model ASAP, we maintain PL1 and PL2 pages in contiguous regions in the host.

4.4 Evaluation

In this section, we quantify the efficacy of ASAP in native and virtualized settings on x86-64 and in virtualized settings on AArch64, all with and without colocation. We also compare ASAP to state-of-the-art hardware and software techniques aimed
at reducing the cost of address translation, and show that ASAP is complementary to them.

### 4.4.1 ASAP in Native Environment

We first evaluate ASAP under native execution on x86-64, first without then with colocation. We evaluate several configurations. The first is the baseline, which does not employ ASAP and corresponds to a design representative of existing processors. We study two ASAP configurations: the first of these (referred to as $P_1$) prefetches only from PL1 level of the PT; the second (referred to as $P_1 + P_2$) prefetches from both PL1 and PL2 levels.

#### 4.4.1.1 ASAP in Isolation

Figure 4.5a shows the average page walk latency for the baseline and both ASAP configurations when the application executes without a corunner. In the baseline, page walk latency varies from 34 to 101 cycles, with an average of 51 cycles. The largest latency is experienced by redis.
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Figure 4.6: Fraction of page walk requests served by each level of the memory hierarchy for a given PT level [1].

Prefetching only PL1 reduces average page walk latency by 12% over the baseline (to 45 cycles). In absolute terms, the largest observed latency reduction is on redis, whose page walk latency drops by 15 cycles (or 20% compared to the baseline). In contrast, mcf experiences only 1 cycle reduction in average page walk latency. The difference in efficacy of ASAP for these applications can be explained by understanding from which level of the memory hierarchy page walk requests are served.

Figure 4.6 shows the fraction of requests satisfied by a given level of the memory hierarchy for each level of the PT traversed in a walk. In the case of mcf running in isolation (Figure 4.6a), requests to all levels except PL1 mostly hit in PWC and are satisfied within a few cycles; meanwhile, requests to PL1 take considerably longer, with nearly a third of requests hitting in L2, LLC or main memory. Because the page walker traverses PL1 through PL3 so quickly thanks to PWC hit, ASAP has little opportunity to hide latency on this workload. Meanwhile, redis hits in PWC much less frequently as shown in Figure 4.6b; in particular, a significant fraction of page walker’s requests to PL2 reaches the L2 or LLC, which provides ASAP with an opportunity to overlap its prefetch to PL1 with the page walk to previous levels.

Despite the fact that a considerable number of page walks can hit in PWC, increasing PWC capacity does not substantially reduce page walk latency. We observe that when running in isolation, doubling the capacity of each PWC with respect to the default configuration provides a negligible page walk latency reduction – 2% and 3% in native and virtualized scenarios, respectively. These results corroborate industry
trends: PWC capacity has not grown beyond 32 entries per level in several recent Intel processor generations from Westmere to Skylake [57].

Prefetching PL2, in addition to PL1, reduces the average page walk latency by 14\% over the baseline – a small improvement over prefetching just PL1. The reason for such limited benefit of prefetching from an additional level of the PT can be understood by examining Figures 4.6a and 4.6c). Because the vast majority of requests to PL3 and PL4 hit in PWC or the L1-D, there is little opportunity for ASAP to overlap these accesses with prefetches to PL2.

### 4.4.1.2 ASAP under Colocation

Figure 4.5b shows page walk latency for native execution under colocation. When the memory hierarchy experiences additional pressure due to the presence of a memory intensive corunner, page walk latency increases as compared to execution in isolation as PT nodes are more likely to be evicted from the caches. Comparing Figure 4.6b to Figure 4.6d, one can see that under colocation, there are considerably fewer page walk requests served by the L1-D cache than when running in isolation. As a result, the average page walk latency on the baseline with colocation ranges from 74 to 216 cycles, with an average of 131 cycles. This corresponds to an increase of 2.1-3.2× (average of 2.6×) over the execution in isolation.

With prefetching only to PL1, ASAP achieves a page walk latency reduction of 20\%, on average, and 31\% in the best case (on redis, whose average page walk latency drops by 66 cycles). When page walks frequently contain more than one long-latency request – such as when requests to PL1 and PL2 are both served by the main memory, as in Figure 4.6d – ASAP’s ability to shorten the page walks latency significantly improves by overlapping the latency of these requests.

Prefetching PL2, in addition to PL1, is also more beneficial in the presence of a corunner. Prefetching both levels reduces the page walk latency by 25\% on average and up to 42\% (on mc with 400GB dataset), over the baseline.

### 4.4.2 ASAP under Virtualization

To understand ASAP’s efficacy in a virtualized setting, we study several ASAP configurations that prefetch from PL1 only or from both PL1 and PL2 in the guest and/or host. In this scenario, we evaluate ASAP x86-64- and AArch64-based systems. The baseline corresponds to a system without ASAP.
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![Graph showing average page walk latency](image)

Figure 4.7: Average page walk latency on the x86-64 CPU with virtualization (a) in isolation, (b) under SMT colocation [1]. Lower is better. Note the different scaling of y-axis between the subfigures.

4.4.2.1 On x86-64

Results for execution in isolation on x86-64 are shown in Figure 4.7a. Under virtualization, the baseline page walk latency ranges from 83 to 320 cycles, with an average of 227, a 4.4× increase in comparison to native execution due to the high cost of 2D walks. We observe that prefetching from PL1 of only the guest ($P1g$ in the figure) reduces the average page walk latency by 13% on average.

Prefetching from both PL1 and PL2 ($P1g+P2g$) in the guest shortens the page walk latency by another 2%, totaling a 15% average reduction over the baseline. Such modest results can be explained by the fact that the nested page walk spends most of its time traversing the hPT (Section 4.2.3.2), which is not accelerated by ASAP that
Table 4.5: Average page walk latency reduction by the ASAP configuration prefetching PL1 and PL2 in both guest and host PTs in colocation with mcf on x86-64.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mcf</th>
<th>canneal</th>
<th>bfs</th>
<th>pagerank</th>
<th>mc80</th>
<th>redis</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When ASAP prefetches from PL1 of the guest and from PL1 of the host together (P1g+P1h), walk latency decreases by 35% on average. Not surprisingly, the highest performance is attained if both PL1 and PL2 are prefetched in both guest and host (P1g+P1h+P2g+P2h). In that case, page walk latency decreases by 39% on average, and 43% (on pagerank) in the best case. In absolute terms, this configuration reduces page walk cycles by 88 on average and 137 max (on pagerank).

In a virtualized setting with workload colocation, there exists a larger opportunity for ASAP to capitalize on. Figure 4.7b shows that the baseline page walk latency under colocation increases considerably (on average, 493 cycles with colocation versus 227 cycles without), which indicates that there are more long memory accesses which can be overlapped with ASAP. Prefetching from PL1 in both guest and host reduces average page walk latency by 37% under colocation. Meanwhile, prefetching from PL1 together with PL2 in both guest and host under workload colocation reduces page walk latency by an average of 45%. The best-case improvement of 55% is registered on mc with 400GB dataset, whose average page walk latency drops by 378 cycles.

Colocation with mcf. To validate our evaluation methodology and show that our microbenchmark, which is used as a corunner, causes a realistic hampering effect on the performance of caches, we evaluate ASAP in a colocation setup when a corunner is mcf. The results of this study for the ASAP configuration prefetching PL1 and PL2 in both guest and host PTs are shown in Table 4.5. We find that in colocation with mcf, ASAP is capable to deliver a 40% page walk latency reduction on average. This result is close to ASAP’s page walk latency reduction in colocation with our microbenchmark where on average, ASAP shortens page walks by 45%. As a result, we conclude that our studies with the microbenchmark produce representative results.

4.4.2.2 On AArch64

Figure 4.8 shows the results of ASAP’s evaluation under virtualization on the modeled AArch64 CPU. Despite having larger caches than the modeled x86-64 CPU, the AArch64
CPU experiences a higher overhead of page walks: on AArch64, the average page walk latency is $1.7 \times$ higher in isolation and $1.4 \times$ under SMT colocation compared to that on x86-64. Such a result can be explained by the fact that the AArch64 CPU has longer round trips to LLC and the main memory, considerably increasing page walk latency.

An important difference of ASAP’s results on the AArch64 CPU from that on the x86-64 CPU is a higher page walk latency reduction delivered by prefetching PT nodes of the guest OS than of the host OS. For example, under SMT colocation, prefetching from PL1 in the guest OS reduces page walk latency by 30% on AArch64 versus just 14% on x86-64. The high effectiveness of prefetching PL1 in the guest on AArch64 can be explained by the fact that prefetching guest PT nodes not only hides the latency

---

Figure 4.8: Average page walk latency on the AArch64 CPU with virtualization (a) in isolation, (b) under SMT colocation. Lower is better. Note the different scaling of y-axis between the subfigures.
of the corresponding memory access but also allows to start translating guest PT node’s value in the host OS earlier. As a result, prefetching PL1 allows to hide the latency of accesses to a guest PT node and following accesses to the host PT. Indeed, the access to the guest PTE and the following accesses to the host PT (accesses with numbers 20-24 as shown on Figure 4.4) can be completely overlapped with translating values of guest PT nodes through the host PT (accesses with numbers 1-19). Long round trip latencies of LLC and the main memory on the AArch64 result in increasing the weight of translating values of guest PT nodes through the host PT in a page walk, increasing the opportunity for overlapping memory requests.

Similarly to results on x86-64, on AArch64, the highest performance is delivered by the ASAP configuration prefetching from PL1 and PL2 in both guest and host \((P1g+P1h+P2g+P2h)\). On average, this ASAP configuration reduces page walk latency by 35\% (44\% max on bfs) in isolation and by 45\% (50\% max on pagerank) in colocation.

### 4.4.3 Comparison to Existing Techniques

In this section, on x64-64, we compare ASAP with state-of-the-art microarchitectural and software techniques and demonstrate their synergy with ASAP.

#### 4.4.3.1 TLB Coalescing

TLB coalescing techniques [43], [44] detect and exploit available contiguity in virtual-to-physical mappings by coalescing TLB entries for adjacent pages into a single entry. Doing so increases effective TLB capacity and reduces TLB MPKI.
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Table 4.6: Reduction in TLB MPKI with clustered TLB. The data is normalized to native execution in isolation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mcf</th>
<th>canneal</th>
<th>bfs</th>
<th>pagerank</th>
<th>mc80</th>
<th>mc400</th>
<th>redis</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We evaluate Clustered TLB [44], a state-of-the-art TLB coalescing technique that coalesces up to 8 PTEs into 1 TLB entry. Table 4.6 shows the TLB MPKI reduction thanks to Clustered TLB. We find that Clustered TLB is highly effective for applications with smaller datasets, specifically mcf and canneal, reducing TLB MPKI by 58% and 48%, respectively. However, on the rest of the applications, which have much larger datasets (see Table 4.4), Clustered TLB is less effective, and TLB MPKI reduction varies from just 4% to 16%.

Figure 4.9 shows the reduction in page walk cycles with Clustered TLB, ASAP, and the two combined. Results are normalized to a baseline without either Clustered TLB or ASAP. On average, Clustered TLB reduces cycles spent in page walks by 5%, with largest improvement coming from workloads with small datasets. The reduction in the number of page walk cycles is smaller than reduction in TLB MPKI because the PT nodes accessed by page walks that are eliminated by Clustered TLB are the ones highly likely to be in higher-level caches due to spatio-temporal locality. Thus, clustered TLB eliminates mostly short page walks, leaving uncovered long page walks that access LLC and memory.

In contrast, ASAP is particularly effective in accelerating long page walks, particularly when both PL1 and PL2 nodes miss in higher-level caches. As a result, ASAP and clustered TLB naturally compliment each other and, when combined, can deliver additive performance gains. As shown in Figure 4.9, ASAP alone decreases the number of cycles spent in page walks by 14%, on average. Combining clustered TLB with ASAP increases TLB reach and reduces the walk latency, eliminating 22% of page walk cycles, on average, and 41% in the best case (on canneal).

4.4.3.2 ASAP with Large Pages

Under native execution, large pages can effectively tackle the high overhead of address translation as large pages (1) reduce TLB miss ratio and (2) shorten page walks (from 4 to 3 memory accesses). Thus, in native execution, while ASAP can be enabled for an application that uses large pages, ASAP is not expected to deliver a considerable per-
Performance improvement. Thus, we do not recommend enabling ASAP for applications that are exclusively backed by larger pages. With that being said, we note that there are numerous scenarios when large pages cannot be used (see Section 2.1.2.1) and ASAP is effective under native execution.

There is a special scenario of using large pages under virtualization that deserves a separate discussion. A common optimization employed by modern hypervisors under low to moderate memory pressure is allocating guest physical memory as a collection of large pages [21]. Doing so eliminates up to five long-latency accesses to the memory hierarchy on each walk (i.e., accesses 4, 9, 14, 19, 24 in Figure 4.4).

We evaluate ASAP with 2MB host pages, with prefetching from both PL1 and PL2 in the guest and PL2-only in the host. Figure 4.10 depicts the results for this study. The baseline corresponds to execution in isolation with host using 2MB pages. ASAP reduces page walk latency by 25%, on average, over the baseline, and by up to 31% in the best case (on mc with 400GB dataset).

Under colocation, the average page walk latency increases by 2.6× as compared to execution in isolation. In this scenario, ASAP reduces page walk latency by 30%, on average, and by 44% in the best case on mc with 400GB dataset, whose average page walk latency reduces by 171 cycles. Overall, we conclude that even with shortened page walks enabled by 2MB pages, ASAP delivers a considerable reduction in page walk latency.
### 4.4. Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction of cycles spent in page walks on the critical path</th>
<th>mcf</th>
<th>canneal</th>
<th>bfs</th>
<th>pagerank</th>
<th>redis</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP’s reduction in average page walk latency</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP’s minimum performance improvement</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Conservative projection of ASAP’s performance improvement.

#### 4.4.4 Estimation of Performance Improvement

In this section, we estimate performance improvement of ASAP which prefetches PL1 and PL2 in both guest and host when running in isolation under virtualization. We quantify the fraction of cycles spent in page walks *on the critical path*, and obtain a conservative estimate of ASAP’s performance improvement by multiplying this fraction with ASAP’s average reduction in page walk latency (see Figure 4.7a).

To quantify the fraction of cycles in page walks on the critical path, we use the methodology similar to the one used in Section 3.4.1. We measure execution time in the absence of TLB misses (hence, no page walks) and compare that to normal execution with TLB misses. To eliminate TLB misses, we run the applications using a small (3GB or smaller) dataset while forcing an application to use large pages with *libhugetlbfs* [50]. With such a small dataset and large pages enabled, the capacity of L2 S-TLB (1536 entries) is enough to capture the whole PT. As a result, we achieve a significant (∼100×) reduction in the number of page walks. The reduction in execution time due to page walks elimination corresponds to page walk cycles on the critical path. Note that using large pages can significantly reduce the number of page walks only for datasets smaller than 3GB (reach of the TLB). This and other limitations of large pages (see Section 2.1.2.1) make their use in a datacenter problematic.

We study all the applications except *memcached*, which is unaffected by *libhugetlbfs*. The results of the study are shown in Table 4.7. With page walks eliminated, the largest reduction in total execution time compared to a configuration where page walks are present is observed on graph workloads – 68% on *bfs* and 50% on *pagerank*. Pro-
jecting these results on ASAP, which in isolation under virtualization reduces average page walk latency by 41% on bfs (43% pagerank), ASAP improves performance by 28% (22% on pagerank). On average, on the x86-64 platform, ASAP is estimated to improve performance by 12%.

4.5 Related Work

Virtual memory and address translation have been a hot research domain, with prior work explore the following ideas.

Improving TLB reach. Prior art suggests a number of mechanisms to boost TLB’s effective capacity by coalescing adjacent PT entries [33], [43], [44] or by sharing TLB capacity among CPU cores [63], [64] including the die-stacked L3 TLB design [19]. ASAP’s advantage over the die-stacked L3 TLB is its microarchitectural simplicity and ability to work well under colocation. ASAP requires just a set of registers and simple comparison logic, whereas L3 TLB requires more than 16MB of die-stacked DRAM. Moreover, by heavily relying on the cache hierarchy, under colocation, L3 TLB is likely to suffer from thrashing and can experience increased miss rates. Thus, even L3 TLB would benefit from ASAP. Ultimately, TLB enhancements are constrained by a combination of area, power and latency. Given the continuing growth in dataset sizes, it is imperative to accelerate the latency of TLB misses, which is precisely the target of ASAP. As shown in Section 4.4.3.1, ASAP is complementary to techniques that coalesce adjacent PT entries.

TLB entries prefetching. Prior work explores a number of prefetch techniques to decrease the number of TLB misses. Kandiraju et al. study stride and markov TLB prefetchers that rely on available spatial and temporal locality of consecutive TLB misses [65]. Lustig et al. exploit inter-core prefetching that is efficient for the workloads that exhibit sufficient dataset sharing [64]. While these techniques mitigate the translation overheads for the workloads with regular memory access patterns, ASAP is oblivious to the TLB misses origin, decreasing the penalty of all the TLB misses including those induced by the irregular access patterns that are beyond the reach of TLB prefetchers.

Speculative address translation. SpecTLB [66] interpolates on existing TLB entries to predict translations when a reservation-based memory manager is used, as in FreeBSD [67], [68]. Thus, SpecTLB allows speculative execution of memory
operations before their correctness is verified. This approach may pose security threats inherent to speculative execution of memory operations, as demonstrated by recent attacks such as Spectre [69], Meltdown [70], and Foreshadow [71]. In contrast, ASAP never consumes prefetched entries unless validated by a full page walk.

Translation-triggered prefetch. Bhattacharjee observes that if a page walker accesses main memory when servicing a TLB miss, the corresponding data is also likely to be memory-resident [72]. Hence, the author suggests enabling the memory controller to complete the translation in-place, so as to immediately prefetch the data for which the address translation is being carried out. This optimization can be seamlessly combined with ASAP, whose prefetches would reduce the latency of both the page walk and the data access.

Virtualization and nested page walks. Nested PTs introduce a significant performance overhead due to the elevated number of memory accesses in a page walk. Some researchers seek to limit the number of accesses by flattening the host PT [73], while the others use a unified PT structure, called shadow PT, managed by hypervisor [74]. Finally, Gandhi et al. combines nested and shadow PTs with a mechanism that dynamically switches between the two [75]. All of these techniques would benefit from ASAP, which would further reduce page walk latencies.

4.6 Conclusion

Existing techniques for lowering the latency of address translation without disrupting the established virtual memory abstraction all rely on caching – in TLBs, page walk caches and in the processor’s memory hierarchy. Problematically, the trend toward larger application datasets, bigger machine memory capacities and workload consolidation means that these caching structures will be increasingly pressured by the need to keep an ever-larger number of translations. Thus, high page walk latencies due to frequent memory accesses are bound to become a "feature" of big-memory workloads.

This work takes a step toward lowering page walk latencies by prefetching PTEs in advance of demand accesses by the page walker, effectively uncovering memory level parallelism within a single page walk. This idea, which we call Address Translation with Prefetching (ASAP), is powered by an insight that the inherently serial radix tree traversal performed on a page walk can be accelerated through direct indexing into a given level of the PT. Such indexing can be achieved through a simple ordering of
PTEs by the OS without modifications to the underlying PT structure. While ASAP does expose the latency of at least two accesses to the memory hierarchy under virtualization, it is nonetheless highly effective, especially for virtualized and co-located workloads, reducing page walk latency by up to 55%. A strength of ASAP lies in the fact that it is a plug-and-play solution that works with the existing virtual memory abstraction and the full ensemble of today’s address translation machinery.
Chapter 5

Improving Caching Efficiency of Page Table under Virtualization and Colocation

5.1 Introduction

Public cloud customers tend to execute their tasks in virtual machines, aggressively colocating the tasks to increase virtual machines’ resource utilization. In Section 3.3, we find that the combination of virtualization and colocation result in the difference in average latencies of accesses to the leaf nodes of the guest and host PTs. In this chapter, we perform a root cause analysis of the difference. We demonstrate that the combination of virtualization and application colocation causes fragmentation of the guest physical memory space, which diminishes the efficiency of caching of host PTEs and leads to elevated page walk latencies. Based on this observation, we propose PTEMagnet, a new software-only technique that prohibits memory fragmentation within small regions of the guest physical memory, improves locality of accesses to host PTEs, and reduces page walk latency under virtualization and application colocation. As a result, PTEMagnet is especially beneficial for applications that ① frequently miss in TLBs and/or PWCs (e.g. have a large dataset size) and ② exhibit locality in memory access patterns on the granularity of pages (for example, they are likely to access a page A+1 if a page A was accessed). We evaluate PTEMagnet and show that that PTEMagnet is free of performance over-heads and on x86-64 and AArch64 platforms, it can improve performance by up to 9% and 10% (4% and 6% on average), respectively.
5.2 Challenges for Short Page Walk Latency under Virtualization and Colocation

Virtualization blurs the clear separation between virtual and physical address spaces. Modern virtualization solutions, e.g., Linux KVM hypervisor, are integrated with the host OS kernel allowing the host OS to reuse the bulk of existing kernel functionality, including memory allocation, for virtual machines. Hence, a virtual machine appears as a mere process for the host OS that treats the virtual machine’s (guest) physical memory as a single contiguous virtual memory region [21]. As a result, one can think of the guest physical memory as the virtual memory for the host. Just like physical memory for any other virtual memory regions in the host OS, the physical memory for the guest OS is allocated on-demand and page-by-page when the guest actually accesses its physical pages.

As described in Section 2.1.3, while virtual address space features high contiguity, physical address space is highly fragmented, especially when under aggressive workload colocation. As a result, with virtualization and workload colocation, host virtual address space, being similar to guest physical address space, is highly fragmented too. In other words, virtualization does not propagate contiguity existing in the guest virtual space to the host virtual address space. Thus, the combination of virtualization and workload colocation breaks contiguity in the host virtual address space while keeping the guest virtual address space contiguous. Figure 5.1 represents contiguity (or lack of it) in virtual and physical address spaces under virtualization.
Lack of contiguity in the host virtual address space impairs spatial locality in the host PT. To understand this effect, consider a scenario when several applications run in the same virtual machine. Further, assume that each application allocates a region of guest-virtual memory that spans eight or more pages. Although pages in each of these regions are adjacent in guest-virtual memory, they are scattered across guest-physical memory. This is attributable to the fact that, after allocation of the regions, the applications start to access them concurrently, resulting in the interleaving of page faults to these regions. As a result, the Linux memory allocator in the guest OS fails to preserve guest-physical memory contiguity, assigning arbitrary guest-physical addresses to each of these pages so that these pages are distant from each other in the guest physical address space. As explained above, if the guest physical address space is fragmented, the host virtual address space is fragmented too.

Let’s consider page walks performing address translation for a memory region allocated by an application in the scenario described in the previous paragraph. Page walks involve accessing guest and host PTEs (termed \(gPTE\) and \(hPTE\), respectively). As discussed in Section 2.1.5, a single cache block with PTEs contains PTEs of eight pages neighbouring in a virtual address space. Due to spatial locality of the application’s access patterns, the pages accessed by the application are likely to be close to each other in the guest virtual address space. Thanks to spatial locality, within a short period of time, a cache block holding \(gPTEs\) is likely to be accessed by multiple page walks that perform address translation for neighboring pages. In contrast, due to fragmentation in the host virtual address space, the \(hPTEs\) corresponding to pages neighbouring in the guest virtual address space are not located close to each other but scattered over different cache blocks. As a result, while accesses to \(gPTEs\) can benefit from spatial locality of application’s access patterns, accesses to \(hPTEs\) cannot since fragmentation in the host virtual address space prohibits propagation of the spatial locality from guest virtual to host virtual address space.

The difference in the ability of accesses to \(gPTEs\) and \(hPTEs\) of exploiting spatial locality results in two consequences. Firstly, during a page walk, \(hPTEs\) are more likely to be fetched from the main memory than \(gPTEs\). Secondly, such a difference makes the footprint of \(hPTEs\) larger than the footprint of \(gPTEs\). In the extreme case, page walks of a group of eight pages would touch one cache block with \(gPTEs\) and eight cache blocks with \(hPTEs\). Hereafter, we take the average number of \(hPTEs\) that correspond to a single cache block with tightly packed \(gPTEs\) as a metric of the host PT fragmentation.
5.2.1 Quantifying Effects of Fragmentation in the Host Page Table

Fragmentation of the host PT significantly increases its footprint in the CPU cache hierarchy (i.e., the number of cache blocks containing PTEs). A large PT cache footprint is obviously undesirable, since it presents a capacity challenge that is further amplified by cache contention (by application’s code and data, as well as by corunning applications). Misses for PTEs in the CPU cache hierarchy necessarily go to memory, thus increasing page walk latency and hurting performance.

To showcase the effect of fragmentation in the host PT on performance, we construct an experiment where we run a representative pagerank benchmark from the GPOP graph workload suite [76] inside a virtual machine in isolation and in colocation with a memory-intensive corunner. As a corunner, we use stress-ng [77], configured to run 12 threads which continuously allocate and deallocate physical memory. As a consequence of colocation, host virtual memory space gets fragmented, which results in fragmentation in the host PT, thus increasing page walk latency. As a metric of performance, we measure execution time. Using perf, we also measure different hardware metrics to validate the fact that the change in performance stems from fragmentation in the host PT (see Section 5.4 for details of the complete setup). We analyze the source code of pagerank to identify a moment of execution by which pagerank finishes allocation of physical memory (namely, when it completes initializing all allocated data structures). Before collecting measurements, we stop the corunner after pagerank finishes allocation of physical memory, because by that moment the corunner already caused fragmentation in the host PT, which is the intended effect. As a result, when measuring pagerank’s performance, there is no contention for shared resources, such as LLC capacity, between pagerank and the corunner.

Table 5.1 represents changes in values of the measured metrics caused by fragmentation in the host PT. We observe that fragmentation in the host PT, caused by colocation with the memory-intensive corunner, increases execution time by 11%. We find that while not affecting the number of cache and TLB misses, fragmentation in the host PT increases the number of page walk cycles by 61%. Therefore, we conclude that the performance degradation is attributed to the change in the overhead of address translation.

We observe that colocation affects 63% of pagerank’s contiguous memory regions, scattering their hPTEs to 8 distinct cache blocks. Overall, colocation raises the host PT fragmentation metric to 6.8, a significant increase from 2.8 observed in isolation.
5.2. Challenges for Short Page Walk Latency under Virtualization and Colocation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execution time</td>
<td>+11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache misses</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLB misses</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page walk cycles</td>
<td>+ 61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycles spent traversing the host page table</td>
<td>+117%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest page table accesses served by main memory</td>
<td>+3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host page table accesses served by main memory</td>
<td>+283%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host page table fragmentation (defined in Sec 5.2)</td>
<td>+242%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Changes in metrics of pagerank in colocation with stress-ng as compared to standalone execution.

We find that fragmentation in the host PT has a nominal effect on the number of guest PT accesses served from memory. In contrast, the number of accesses to the host PT served from memory increases by 283%. As a result, in colocation, page walk incurs misses to host page table 4.4× more frequently than to the guest PT. Since a main memory access has higher latency than a cache access, with memory fragmentation, traversing the host PT takes more time, which increases page walk latency. Indeed, we observe a 117% increase in the number of cycles spent while traversing the host PT.

Our experiment shows that memory fragmentation under virtualization and colocation inside the same virtual machine can significantly increase page walk latency and degrade application performance.

5.2.2 Virtual Private Clouds: Virtualization + Colocation

While it is common knowledge that virtualization is a foundational technology in cloud computing, an astute reader might ask how likely are multiple applications to be colocated inside a single virtual machine. This section addresses this question.

Colocation in the same virtual machine is common-place in public clouds due to prevalence of services known as virtual private cloud (VPC), including Amazon VPC [78] and Google VPC [79]. These services allow internal and external users to run their applications on a cluster of virtual machines using an orchestration framework.

In a VPC, colocation of different applications in the same virtual machine occurs as a result of a combination of three factors. Firstly, a VPC typically includes a virtual machine that has a large number of virtual CPUs (vCPUs) and thus is capable of
colocation. Such large virtual machines are needed to run large-memory applications as cloud providers tend to offer virtual machines with a fixed RAM-to-CPU ratio [80]. However, that is not the only scenario when a VPC includes a large virtual machine. Another case for including a large virtual machine in a VPC is reducing the costs by constructing a VPC from lower-cost available transient virtual machine instances. Such a policy selects the cheapest configuration of a virtual machine that can happen to be a large virtual machine [81]. Secondly, to increase utilization and reduce costs, cloud customers tend to run multiple different applications on a cluster at the same time [82]. Thirdly, cluster orchestration frameworks, such as Kubernetes [83]–[85], manage resources by a small unit of compute, typically one vCPU [86]. As a result of these factors, a machine with many vCPUs can receive a command to execute multiple different applications at the same time.

Colocation in the same VM is widely employed in Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) [87]. The bin packing task placement strategy that aims to fit Kubernetes tasks in as few EC2 instances as possible can easily cause a colocation of multiple applications in the same VM [88]. As a result, any applications can be colocated together in the same VM. Amazon ECS powers a growing number of popular AWS services including Amazon SageMaker, Amazon Polly, Amazon Lex, and AWS Batch, and is used by hundreds of thousands of customers including Samsung, GE, Expedia, and Duolingo [89].

**Summary.** Public clouds ubiquitously employ both virtualization and colocation inside the same virtual machine. Our analysis of the virtual memory subsystem in such an environment reveals that a lack of coordination between different parts of the memory subsystem – namely, the OS physical memory allocator and the address translation mechanism – leads to memory fragmentation in the host PT. This fragmentation increases the cache footprint of host PTEs, which results in elevated cache misses during page walks, thus increasing page walk latency and hurting application performance. Preventing fragmentation of the host PT in such an environment can thus improve cache locality for PTEs and increase performance.

## 5.3 PTEMagnet Design

Our goal is to prevent fragmentation of the host PT and reduce the latency of page walks under virtualization and colocation. We aim to achieve the latency reduction by leveraging existing CPU capabilities and without disrupting the existing software stack.
5.3. PTEMagnet Design

5.3.1 Design Overview

As shown in Section 5.2, the page walk overhead comes from the lengthy pointer chase through the fragmented host PT (hPT) due to its poor utilization of caches. Our key insight is that it is possible to reduce the page walk latency by increasing the efficiency of hPTE caching, namely grouping hPTEs corresponding to neighbouring application’s pages in one cache block. Such placement can be achieved by propagating the contiguity that is naturally present in the guest PT (gPT) to the hPT.

To exploit the contiguity potential presented inside the guest-virtual address space for compacting hPTEs inside one cache block, one needs to guarantee that adjacent guest-virtual addresses are mapped contiguously onto adjacent host-virtual addresses or, equivalently, onto guest-physical addresses. This mapping criterion requires prohibiting fragmentation and introducing contiguity within small regions in the guest physical space. Since a CPU cache block contains eight 8-byte PTEs, to achieve the maximum locality for hPTEs, the contiguity degree in the guest physical space should be at least eight pages (see Figure 2.4). This means that, with 4KB pages, the size of the region contiguously allocated in the guest physical space should be 32KB. Meanwhile, the Linux/x86 page fault handler requests a single page from the buddy allocator on each page fault.

To eliminate fragmentation of the hPT, we introduce PTEMagnet – a new Linux memory allocator. PTEMagnet increases the current memory allocation granularity in the guest OS to the degree that maximizes cache block utility in the existing CPU hierarchy – that is, eight adjacent pages that correspond to eight adjacent hPTEs packed into a single cache block.

To support a different memory allocation granularity, we draw inspiration from the superpage (i.e., as in large page) promotion/demotion mechanism in FreeBSD [67] that relies on allocation-time physical memory reservations. Upon the first page fault to an eight-page virtual memory range, PTEMagnet reserves an eight-page long contiguous physical memory range inside the kernel so that future accesses to this page group get allocated to their corresponding pages inside the reserved range. This approach guarantees zero fragmentation for allocated hPTEs inside a cache block and minimizes the hPTEs footprint in the CPU memory cache hierarchy.

The allocation-time reservation approach adopted by PTEMagnet avoids costly memory fragmentation that is associated with using large pages because the OS keeps track of reserved pages and can reclaim them in case of high memory pressure.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the key aspects of PTEMagnet design that includes the reservation mechanism and its key data structures, and the pages reclamation mechanism.

### 5.3.2 Page Group Reservation

PTEMagnet attempts to reserve physical memory for adjacent virtual page groups eagerly, upon the first page fault to any of the pages within that group. Upon such a page fault, a contiguous eight-page group is requested from the buddy allocator while only one virtual page (corresponding to the faulting page) is mapped to a physical memory page, creating a normal mapping in the guest and host PTs. The other seven physical pages inside that reservation are not mapped until the application accesses them. Although these physical pages are taken from the buddy allocator’s lists, these pages are still owned by the OS and can be quickly reclaimed in case of high memory pressure.

To track the existing reservations, PTEMagnet relies on an auxiliary data structure, called Page Reservation Table (PaRT). PaRT is queried on every page fault. A look-up to PaRT succeeds if there already exists a reservation for a group of eight virtual pages that includes the faulting page. If not found in PaRT, the page fault handler takes a contiguous chunk of eight pages from the buddy allocator and stores the pointer to the base of the chunk in a newly created PaRT entry. In addition to the pointer, the entry includes an 8-bit mask that defines which pages in the group are used by the application.

Upon a page fault, the faulting virtual address is rounded to 32KB (i.e., eight 4KB pages) before performing a PaRT lookup. If the reservation exists, then a page fault can be served immediately, without a call into the buddy allocator, by creating a PTE that maps to one of the reserved pages. Thus, the extra work upon the first page fault to reserve eight pages can be largely amortized with faster page faults to the rest of the pages in a reservation. Once all the reserved pages inside a reservation are mapped, their PaRT entry can be safely deleted.

PaRT is implemented as a per-process 4-level radix tree that is indexed with a virtual address of the page fault. A leaf PaRT node corresponds to one reservation and holds a pointer to the base of a chunk of physical memory, an 8-bit mask for tracking mapped pages, and a lock. This results in a memory overhead of 17 bytes per a 32KB region which is less than 0.003%. To guarantee safety and avoid a scalability
bottleneck that may appear when a large number of threads spawned by one process concurrently allocate memory, the radix tree must support fast concurrent access. Thus, to reduce lock contention and maximize inter-thread concurrency, we implement fine-grain locking with one lock per node of the PaRT radix tree.

5.3.3 Reserved Memory Reclamation

Reservations can be reclaimed in one of two ways: (1) by the application, once it freed all eight pages in a reservation, by calling `free()`; or (2) by the OS, when the system is under memory pressure. To avoid unnecessary complexity, the OS reclaims a reservation entirely and returns all the physical pages in the group back to the buddy allocator’s free list. If an application explicitly frees all pages in the group, the last call results in the deletion of the reservation. If a PaRT entry was removed because all reserved pages had been mapped, freeing of the associated memory (if and when it happens) is performed as in the default kernel, without involving PTEMagnet.

Under memory pressure, the OS must be able to reclaim the reserved physical memory pages. Similar to the `swappiness` kernel parameter [90], we introduce a configurable threshold that, when reached, triggers a daemon process that walks through all reservations in PaRT of a randomly selected application, returning all reserved pages to the buddy allocator. The demon keeps releasing reservations until the overall memory consumption goes below the threshold. Note that when the OS has to free the reserved pages, the affected application(s) still continue to benefit from the shorter page walks to pages that have previously been allocated via PTEMagnet.

We expect no noticeable performance degradation from the PTEMagnet’s reclamation mechanism, as the reclamation is a mere `free()` call to the buddy allocator. In contrast, other similar reclamation mechanisms, such as in Transparent Huge Pages or in FreeBSD, are associated with the demotion of large pages into collections of small pages. Such a demotion requires PT updates and TLB flushes, which can delay application’s access to its memory and lead to performance anomalies [23], [67]. PTEMagnet’s reclamation mechanism does not change the PT content and does not lock memory pages used by the application.

5.3.4 Discussion

**Fork and copy-on-write.** Reservations are not copied, only individual pages. On a page fault in a child process, the reservation map of a parent can be checked to see if
this page was allocated or not. If the requested page is not allocated by a parent (or other children), a page from a parent’s reservation is returned to the child. This works well as the majority of pages shared between a parent and a child processes are read-only pages. Shared read-only pages don’t invoke copy-on-write, stay contiguous and benefit from faster page walks, accelerated by PTEMagnet. Children processes cannot create new reservations in the parent’s reservation map.

**Swap and THP.** If the OS chooses a reserved page for swapping or THP compaction, it triggers a reclamation of the reservation.

**Security implications.** PTEMagnet does not violate existing security barriers. Similarly to accesses to the guest PT, accesses to the data structure holding reservations are performed within the kernel code on behalf of the memory owner process only.

**System interface for enabling PTEMagnet.** It is possible to limit the set of applications for which PTEMagnet is used. By design, PTEMagnet improves the performance of big-memory applications – applications experiencing a large number of TLB misses. To conditionally enable PTEMagnet, a mechanism can be implemented through `cgroups` as follows. In a public cloud, the orchestrator (e.g., Kubernetes) usually specifies the maximum memory usage for each deployed container, by setting `memory.limit_in_bytes`. If this parameter is set, and it is above a predefined threshold, the OS can enable PTEMagnet for the target process. While evaluating PTEMagnet, we find that PTEMagnet does not cause a slow down even for applications that exhibit infrequent TLB misses and hence limited benefits of faster page walks (see Section 5.5.1). Consecutively, limiting the set of applications for which PTEMagnet is optional.

### 5.4 Methodology

**System setup.** We prototype PTEMagnet in Linux kernel v4.19 for x86-64 and AArch64 platforms. We assume public cloud deployment (as with Amazon VPC [78] or Google VPC [79]) where multiple jobs are scheduled on top of a fleet of virtual machines. We model the cloud environment by using QEMU/KVM for virtualized execution and by running multiple applications inside one virtual machine at the same time. As a metric of performance, we evaluate the execution time of an application in the presence of corunners. Table 5.2 summarizes the configuration details of our experimentation systems.
5.5 Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x86-64 platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AArch64 platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Dual socket Intel® Xeon® E5-2630v4 (BDW) 2.4GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 cores/socket, SMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual socket Huawei Kunpeng 920-4826 2.6GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48 cores/socket, no SMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory size</td>
<td>128GB/socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32GB/socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypervisor</td>
<td>QEMU 2.11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QEMU 5.2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host OS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 18.04.3, Linux Kernel v4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ubuntu 20.04.1, Linux Kernel v5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest OS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04.6, Linux Kernel v4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest configuration</td>
<td>20 vCPUs and 64GB RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32 vCPUs and 32GB RAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Parameters of x86-64 and AArch64 platforms used for the evaluation.

Our evaluation primarily focuses on small (4KB) pages, since fine-grain memory management delivers greater flexibility, better memory utilization, and better performance predictability (Section 2.1.2).

Benchmarks. We select a set of diverse applications that are representative of those run in the cloud and that exhibit significant TLB pressure. Our set of applications includes benchmarks from SPEC’17 and GPOP graph analytics framework [76]). Table 5.3 lists the benchmarks.

Corrunners. We select a set of diverse applications from domains that are typically run in a public cloud such as data compression, machine learning, compilation, and others. The full list of corrunners is shown in Table 5.3. The list includes benchmarks from SPEC’17, graph analytics, MLPerf and other benchmarks.

5.5 Evaluation

5.5.1 PTEMagnet’s Performance Improvement

We evaluate PTEMagnet in two colocation scenarios. In the first scenario, we study a colocation with a corunner which has the highest page fault rate among all the corrunners listed in Table 5.3, which is the 8-threaded objdet from MLPerf. We evaluate the first scenario on x86-64 and AArch64 architectures. In the second scenario, we collocate an application with a combination of all corrunners listed in Table 5.3. In both
Table 5.3: Evaluated benchmarks and co-runners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benchmarks</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf, gcc, xz, omnetpp</td>
<td>SPEC’17 benchmarks (ref input)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cc, bfs, nibble, pagerank</td>
<td>GPOP graph analytics benchmarks [76], 16GB dataset (scaled from Twitter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Co-runners</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objdet</td>
<td>MLPerf [91] object detection benchmark, SSD-MobileNet [92], COCO dataset [93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chameleon</td>
<td>HTML table rendering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyaes</td>
<td>Text encryption with an AES block-cipher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>json_serdes</td>
<td>JSON serialization and de-serialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rnn_serving</td>
<td>Names sequence generation (RNN, PyTorch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc, xz</td>
<td>SPEC’17 benchmarks (ref input)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

scenarios, we evaluate 8-threaded applications. To minimize performance variability in the system stemming from contention for hardware resources, in both scenarios, we pin applications’ and corunners’ threads to different CPU cores.

**PTEMagnet in colocation with objdet.** Figure 5.2 represents fragmentation in the host PT measured in colocation with objdet with and without PTEMagnet on x86-64-based system. We observe that PTEMagnet reduces fragmentation in the host PT to almost 1 for all evaluated benchmarks. The host fragmentation metric shows how many cache blocks on average hold hPTEs corresponding to gPTEs stored in one cache block. The results show that PTEMagnet prevents fragmentation in the host PT, reducing the footprint of the host PT, and enhances spatial locality across page walks, reducing their latency.

We evaluate performance improvement stemming from accelerated page walks. Figure 5.3 shows performance improvement delivered by PTEMagnet in comparison to the default Linux kernel on x86-64 and AArch64 systems. The baseline corresponds to execution in colocation with objdet without PTEMagnet. On x86-64, PTEMagnet increases performance by 4% on average (up to 9% in the best case on xz) whereas on AArch64 PTEMagnet delivers a speedup of 6% on average (10% max on omnetpp).

To highlight the fact that PTEMagnet is an overhead-free technique, we measure how PTEMagnet affects the performance of applications that do not experience high
5.5. Evaluation

Figure 5.2: Host PT fragmentation in colocation with objdet on x86-64 (lower is better) [2].

TLB pressure. We evaluate PTEMagnet on all SPEC'17 Integer benchmarks. We find that on these benchmarks PTEMagnet delivers performance improvement in the range of 0-1% (not shown in Figure 5.3).

Crucially, we find that none of the applications experience any performance degradation, underscoring that PTEMagnet can be widely deployed without concern for specifics of the application or the colocation setup.

PTEMagnet in colocation with a combination of different corunners. Figure 5.4 represents improvement delivered by PTEMagnet in comparison to the default Linux kernel. On average, PTEMagnet improves performance by 3%, with a maximum gain of 5% achieved with mcf. A large number of corunners increases contention for the capacity of shared caches. Due to increased contention, the application’s cache blocks with hPTEs have higher chances to be evicted and reduced opportunity to experience locality. Our results show that even under high cache contention, PTEMagnet is capable to speed up execution, losing just 1% of performance improvement on average, in comparison to colocation with lower cache pressure – with objdet only.

5.5.2 Page Walk Cycles with PTEMagnet

In this section, we evaluate a reduction in page walk cycles caused by PTEMagnet by collecting hardware performance counters data with perf. We also measure other hardware metrics previously studied in Section 5.2.1. We measure the metrics for pagerank application running in colocation with objdet with and without PTEMagnet. Note that in contrast to the study in Section 5.2.1, in this study, the corunner was
Figure 5.3: Performance improvement delivered by PTEMagnet under colocation with \texttt{objdet}.

Figure 5.4: Performance improvement delivered by PTEMagnet under colocation with a combination of co-runners on x86-64 [2].

We find that PTEMagnet reduces the host page table fragmentation from 3.4 to 1.2, shortening execution time by 7%. Performance counters report that with PTEMagnet the CPU spends by 26% fewer cycles traversing the host page table, resulting in by 17% fewer cycles in page walks in total. This result is confirmed by a 13% reduction in the number of host page table accesses served by the main memory.
5.6. Related work

### 5.5.3 PTEMagnet’s Effect on Memory Allocation Latency

In this section, we show that the reservation mechanism itself employed by PTEMagnet is overhead-free. As explained in Section 5.3, on a first page fault to a 32KB region, PTEMagnet requests 32KB from the buddy allocator, replacing subsequent page faults to the reservation group by quick accesses to PaRT. To show that the reservation-based mechanism does not cause performance degradation, we study if PTEMagnet slows down physical memory allocation.

We construct a microbenchmark that allocates a 60GB array and accesses each of its pages once to invoke the physical memory allocator. We measure the execution time of the microbenchmark with and without PTEMagnet. We observe that PTEMagnet negligibly – by 0.5% – reduces the execution time of the microbenchmark. This result can be explained by the fact that PTEMagnet makes fewer calls to the buddy allocator, replacing 7 out of 8 calls to it with quick accesses to PaRT. As a result, we conclude that PTEMagnet does not increase memory allocation latency.

### 5.6 Related work

**Disruptive vs incremental proposals on accelerating address translation.** Prior attempts at accelerating address translation take one of two directions. One calls for a disruptive overhaul of the existing radix-tree based mechanisms in both hardware and software [10], [11], [14], [15]. The other direction focuses on incremental changes to existing mechanisms [43], [48], [53]. While disruptive proposals are potentially more attractive from a performance perspective than incremental ones, disruptive approaches entail a radical re-engineering of the whole virtual memory subsystem, which presents...
an onerous path to adoption. In contrast, incremental techniques, requiring fewer efforts to be incorporated into existing systems, are favoured by practitioners from OS and hardware communities. Requiring only small modifications in the Linux kernel of the guest OS, PTEMagnet falls within the incremental technique category as it can be easily added to the existing systems. Moreover, in the cloud computing platforms, e.g. at AWS or Google Cloud Platform, PTEMagnet can be enabled just by cloud customers, without the involvement of cloud providers.

**Incremental techniques inducing contiguity by software means.** Other researches have studied incremental techniques on enforcing contiguous mappings for reducing the overhead of address translation [1], [27], [28]. Contiguity-aware (CA) paging [28] introduces a change to the OS memory allocator to promote contiguity in the physical address space. CA paging leverages contiguity to improve the performance of any hardware technique that relies on contiguous mappings, including a speculative address translation mechanism introduced by themselves. PTEMagnet is different from CA paging in two important dimensions. Firstly, CA paging, being a no pre-allocation technique, is a best-effort approach to achieve contiguity: it does not guarantee contiguity since contiguous mapping can be impossible due to allocations of other applications running on the machine. As a result, improvements of CA paging can be significantly reduced under aggressive colocation – when there are multiple memory consumers running on the same system. In contrast, PTEMagnet guarantees contiguity by eager reservation and it is insensitive to colocation. Secondly, to deliver performance improvement, CA paging requires an advanced TLB design currently not employed by modern processors, whereas PTEMagnet reduces the overhead of address translation without a need to change hardware.

Translation Ranger [27] is another incremental technique enforcing translation contiguity by software means. Translation Ranger is designed as a software helper to increase the benefits of emerging TLB designs coalescing multiple TLB entries into a single TLB entry [43], [44]. Translation Ranger creates contiguity by employing a THP-like daemon which places pages together by copying them to a contiguous region. As a consequence, Translation Ranger has disadvantages, such as high tail latency and various performance anomalies, inherent to THP-based large-page construction methods (see Section 2.1.2 for more details). In contrast to Translation Ranger, PTEMagnet creates contiguity at the moment of memory allocation and doesn’t involve page copying, harmful for performance predictability. Moreover, in comparison to Translation Ranger, PTEMagnet can be straightforwardly incorporated into existing systems:
Translation Ranger relies on hardware which is non-existed in the current systems, whereas PTEMagnet does not have such a requirement.

ASAP [1] presented in Chapter 4 is another incremental proposal aiming at reducing the overhead of address translation by enforcing contiguity through software. ASAP [1] is different from CA paging and Translation Ranger in that it calls only for contiguity in the page table rather than contiguity in the whole memory. With ASAP, contiguity in the page table enables page table node prefetching which reduces page walk latency, accelerating address translation. Compared to PTEMagnet, ASAP [1] has a disadvantage of requiring a change in hardware, namely the addition of the prefetching mechanism, whereas PTEMagnet can be straightforwardly used on existing machines.

Other prior incremental techniques. There is a large amount of work addressing the overhead of address translation by reducing the number of TLB misses, including such techniques as increasing TLB reach [19], [43], [63], [64], TLB prefetch [72], and speculative translation [66]. PTEMagnet is complimentary to these techniques and can be used to reduce page walk latency on a TLB miss under virtualization.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we identified a new address translation bottleneck specific to cloud environments, where the combination of virtualization and workload colocation results in heavy memory fragmentation in the guest OS. This fragmentation increases the effective cache footprint of the host PT relative to that of the guest PT. The bloated footprint of the host PT leads to frequent caches misses during nested page walks, increasing page walk latency. We introduced PTEMagnet, which addresses this problem with a legacy-preserving software-only technique to reduce page walk latency in the cloud environments. PTEMagnet is powered by an insight that grouping hPTEs of nearby application’s pages in one cache block can reduce the footprint of the host PT. Such grouping can be achieved by enhancing contiguity in guest physical memory space via a light-weight memory reservation approach. PTEMagnet requires minimal changes in the Linux memory allocator and no modifications to either user code or virtual address translation mechanisms. PTEMagnet enables a significant reduction in page walk latency, improving application performance by up to 10%.
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Conclusions and Future Work

As the end of Moore’s law is approaching, the TLB reach fails to keep up with the dataset size growth, making TLB misses, and hence page walks, the common case and one of the main performance bottlenecks. The ubiquitous use of virtualization and application colocation increases page walk latency, amplifying the performance tax of virtual memory. In pursuit of a virtual memory solution that would address the problem of the high overhead of virtual memory under virtualization, we find that accelerating page walks should be a prime target.

We aim to reduce page walk latency by upgrading the address translation mechanism. The address translation mechanism is deeply rooted in the memory subsystem which is operated by dedicated hardware and complex software that has a lot of interdependencies with other system components. As a result, a disruptive change in the address translation mechanism would require a lot of effort for updating numerous components in a system in both software and hardware. In contrast, improving the address translation mechanism by incremental changes in a fully backward-compatible manner is a low-effort approach. Indeed, the wide adoption of the fully backward-compatible 2D page walk mechanism – even at the cost of tens of architecturally exposed memory accesses – is a great example of the vital need for full compatibility with the existing virtual memory mechanisms, and specifically with the radix-tree-based organization of the PT. Therefore, in this thesis, we aim to reduce page walk latency under virtualization without disruptive changes to the memory subsystem.

The rest of this section briefly summarizes our proposals for reducing page walk latency under virtualization and lists directions for future research in this area.
6.1 Contributions

6.1.1 Characterizing Page Walks

In Chapter 3, we characterize page walks. We find that virtualization considerably increases page walk latency, causing a significant performance overhead. We analyze sources of the high page walk latency under virtualization. We find that accesses to the deeper levels of the guest and host PTs are responsible for most of the page walk latency. Moreover, we discover that under application colocation, accesses to the host PTEs on average take much longer than accesses to the guest PTEs.

6.1.2 ASAP: Accelerating Page Walks by Prefetching Page Table Nodes

In Chapter 4 we introduce ASAP, a new approach for mitigating the high latency of address translation under virtualization. At the heart of ASAP is a lightweight technique for directly indexing individual levels of the page table radix tree. Direct indexing enables ASAP to fetch nodes from deeper levels of the page table without first accessing the preceding levels, thus lowering the page walk latency in virtualized deployments. ASAP is non-speculative and fully legacy-preserving, requiring no modifications to the existing radix-tree-based page table and TLBs.

6.1.3 PTEMagnet: Improving Caching of Page Table Nodes

In Chapter 5, we study why under application colocation, accesses to the host PTEs on average take much longer than accesses to the guest PTEs. By analyzing latencies of individual accesses during a nested page walk under virtualization and application colocation, we find that cache misses to the host PTEs are more frequent than to the guest PTEs under virtualization and application colocation. We discover that such a difference is created by the guest OS memory allocator which under application colocation causes memory fragmentation and reduces the locality of cache blocks with the host PT. We propose PTEMagnet, a new approach for reducing the high latency of address translation in cloud environments. PTEMagnet prevents memory fragmentation by using fine-grained reservation-based allocation in the guest OS. PTEMagnet is a software-only, overhead-free, and lightweight technique, that can be easily incorporated into the existing systems.
6.2 Future Work

In this section, we highlight the limitations of our proposals and describe potential future directions for the research in accelerating address translation under virtualization.

6.2.1 Tailoring the Page Table Page Allocation Policy for Shortening Page Walks

As explained in Chapter 4, ASAP reduces page walk latency under virtualization by prefetching intermediate PT nodes during a nested page walk. The key idea behind ASAP is a custom PT page allocation policy that enables direct intermediate PT node indexing that is required for prefetching. The great advantage of ASAP is that ASAP is fully compatible with the radix-tree-based PT organization. However, even though the ASAP-enabling changes to the memory subsystem are small and isolated, the PT nodes prefetching mechanism requires additional hardware that can only be added to processors of future generations. Thus, the requirement for additional hardware does not allow to use ASAP on a large fleet of already manufactured processors.

To reduce page walk latency on already manufactured processors, the ASAP’s concept can be restricted to leverage hardware feature already available on the manufactured processors. For example, a partial effect of ASAP can be achieved by reducing the number of memory accesses during a nested page walk by allocating the guest PT in large pages (and notifying the host OS about it). In comparison to the default Linux policy of allocating PT pages as small pages only, allocating guest PT in large pages would result in skipping the accesses to host PTEs when translating addresses of the guest PT. A potential future work can study an ASAP-inspired policy of allocating guest PT pages in large pages and measure its effect on page walk latency and the overall performance.

6.2.2 Enhancing Locality in the Host Page Table by a Custom Physical Memory Allocation Policy

As explained in Chapter 5, PTEMagnet is designed to restore the locality of accesses to the host PTEs destroyed by the Linux memory allocator under application colocation. Without application colocation, the locality of accesses to the host PTEs is the same as the locality of accesses to the guest PTEs. PTEMagnet guarantees that the locality of accesses to the host PTEs is the same as the locality of accesses to the guest PTEs, re-
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gardless of application colocation. The locality of accesses to the guest PTEs emerges from the natural locality of the application’s memory accesses: locality of accesses to the guest PTEs is high if an application accesses data from pages located nearby in the virtual address space within a short period of time. As a result, the PTEMagnet’s ability to improve locality in the host PT is limited by the natural locality of the application’s memory accesses, and only applications with high locality of accesses to the guest PTEs can benefit from PTEMagnet.

However, it is possible to extend PTEMagnet’s approach and improve the locality of accesses to the host PTEs beyond the level of the application’s locality of accesses to the guest PTEs. Such an extension of PTEMagnet is possible under the assumption that an application experiences repeatable access patterns during which it accesses distant pages in the virtual address space. In such a case, since the pages are distant in the virtual address space, their PTEs are located in different cache blocks, and hence there is no locality of accesses to PTEs (of both guest and host PTs) during the pattern execution. We assume that by knowing repeatable access patterns to distant pages, it is possible to improve the locality of accesses to host PTEs during a pattern execution. To achieve the improvement, a potential technique would require (1) finding repeatable access patterns to distant pages in the virtual address space and (2) placing these pages nearby in the guest physical space either by a custom memory allocator or by a page migration kernel daemon. Similar to the effect of PTEMagnet, the improvement in the locality of accesses to the host PT would reduce page walk latency and improve the application’s performance under virtualization. A potential future work can evaluate the opportunity of extending PTEMagnet and analyze if modern applications experience repeatable memory access patterns to distant pages in the virtual address space.
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